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I want the following word: splendor, splendor is fruit in all its succulence, fruit
without sadness. I want vast distances. My savage intuition of myself.
Clarice Lispector, “The Stream of Life”

Dear Reader,
In the seventh edition of the Vassar Review, we seek to move forward from the past two years and find
new ways of connecting with ourselves and the world around us. We acknowledge the hardships and
irreparable damages that we have faced and attempt to look ahead into the sumptuous potentials of the
future. Following a time of physical and emotional distance, how can we once again feel, explore, and sense
all the splendor around us? Clarice Lispector demands for herself the fruit of splendor—follow your intuition
and allow yourself to connect with your child-like curiosity and mysticism.
This issue was conceived in a moment of uncertainty but also a moment of hope; we are able to glimpse
possibilities of renewal and recovery that were previously concealed to us. In the creation of this year’s
theme we did not aim to simply reconnect with the sensibilities of our past, but to reimagine what sense
and splendor can offer us in the present and future. We do not wish to hide behind fantasy and creation but
rather to use it as a vehicle for exploration and discovery of ourselves and our priorities, of nature and those
around us, and of the splendor at our disposal.
How can we move towards a refreshed celebration of life and its abundance? How can we refasten ourselves
to a more tactile existence? Or more importantly, how can we take what we have experienced and allow it
to inform new ways of life?
We would like to thank our entire team, contributors, advisory board, and especially our readers for their
continued support.
Happy reading and we hope you enjoy,
Malka Fleischman and Keira Seyd
Editors-in-Chief

Kate Ovaska, Phosphene, 2022

KEYHOLE NEBUL A

Laura Reece Hogan

opening in the southern sky 	  my shard
         to your shard
my rift 		
your inverse
        	
fitted we were shattered just so 	  darkly
              a mirror
in mirror
I knew the hawk
behind me because I saw the talons in you
rush
         flat flash across the pane
dusky figure eight
  
nebula cut precise
coring of apple
a bashful
              unfastening
you were always
the grooves in me
even before I knew you,
         the unbolting no one sees

turning

so many keys I was given in the dream
to bestow
              to stow
in the rusted screen door
warped side door
sticking steel lockbox inside inside
         the clouds blot the shallow pool of window
        	
just the littlest trick to tumble
the cylinders
              slightest click
	 
twist of crisp light
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HOW THE PINEAPPLE CAKES
DISAPPEARED BEFORE THEIR
EXPIRATION DATE

Lucy Zhang

It’s my fault the rabbit got GI Stasis, because I didn’t
lock up the bags of tortilla chips and matcha wafers and
Taiwanese pineapple cakes, a treasure trove for Da Jie,
Big Sister, who peels open plastic packages, dangles
pastries between her two fingers…and what rabbit
knows any better—how nibbling grass is less likely to
block up its digestive tract than butter and maltose—the
rabbit recognizes the sound of a snack package wrapper
better than the bark of a dog or the hoot of an owl or the
swoop of a pigeon who comes to steal its fortified pellets,
and I say if you care so much about the rabbit’s survival,
figure out its irregular poop schedule first because
that’s how you protect your loved ones: teach them to
build their bodies strong so they can run far away from
predators (though Da Jie prefers confrontation [or willful
ignorance] of the uninhibited division of malignant cells
just as she prefers volcanic-rock-like men too frictious
to slip off cleanly, too steep to stay standing), but what
house rabbit can fight off the jaws of a coyote, I ask Da
Jie who leaves cake crumbs on the couch, waiting for
the rabbit to hop up, shed a tumbleweed-mass of fur,
nestle against her leg, waiting for more bits of cake to
fall through, “fattening up for winter” Da Jie claims, but
I think it’s more like fattening him up for a platter with
black bean paste and roasted peanuts and ginger, what
she calls a showering of affection because Big Sister’s
not ready to raise a child from the ground up: healthy,
safe, and unwilling to be alone, conditionally loved.
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411 GILMER STREET
David M. Brunson

This is in praise of the days when crusties burned sofas in the abandoned factory across the
street, before it was converted into condominiums and covered with a South Park mural; of a
shotgun rowhouse overlooking a cobble-lined alley, where we watched a squirrel gnaw at a
piece of toast we threw in the dumpster, our heads steeped in acid and red Richmond dusk;
when someone got too drunk at a house party, fought robbers on his walk home, and his arm got
knifed—a few little stitches, very punk, all in good fun; nights we played bluegrass until the sun
shattered into dawn; the James River mud painted on shoes piled out front; mornings I’d crack
the back door and find a stranger smoking a blunt on my porch, his blunt porch, he told me as we
shared; the unwashed dishes in the sink; when Grendel the Alley Cat snuck inside and initiated
the Day of Flea Bombs; the hours spent reading Whitman out loud; of scribbling haiku on the
backs of old photographs; the evenings spent with Virginia Woolf beneath a cloud of smoke in
a plastic lawn chair; those summer trips to Maymont Park, watching koi spiral their own small
galaxies in the bamboo shade; Trey, Chrissy, Tim, Bacco, Stu, Macy, Drew, Will, Chris, Max,
Cullen, Red, Danielle, Mike, Ava, Emma, always, of the mornings spent divining Dead tunes from
mandolins at Dead Rock—before the Steal Your Face skull was grey-painted over—watching
the falls of Richmond pour themselves out endlessly, as we talked of a universe crafted by
perception, and how, now, in the universe of this poem, I want this to hold true, how you’re both
still here, no dying
only squirrels eating
little things we never thought
twice of throwing out.
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Hongyu Luo, Go- () Stairs, 2020

Ohan Breiding, Swimmer (Dean), 2020

TO GATHER RATHER THAN HUNT

Ashley Wilkinson

looping through the property
in search of morels we find
a fawn nestled against a log.
teardrop-shaped with
blank black eyes.
a doe skitters down the hill
and starts, holds steady.
I wait to see how she’ll protect
her young but she panics,
makes a break for the ridge
						
back at the cabin, we eat homemade chips
and artichoke dip. strip and check
one another for ticks. I pinch one
moving, freckle-sized, on your belly.
						
at night, we are more thorough
I am a lake you move
your hands through
						
no morels here, they say, this far
north. the ground too cold
for too long.
we see golden-capped mushrooms
on fallen trees but know not to eat.
a family of four, they say,
hospitalized. poisoned
themselves at dinner
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out here, the forest snaps and hums
days remain languid and light
out here, we know not to take
all that is offered.
						
we have practice in expressing
the same thing two ways
you carve its image
while I write it in this poem:
						
wood shavings drift
stiff petals
a twist of light
to work by until
a bird emerges
						
later I read that a doe hopes
to lure danger away
by bounding so far from its fawn
and I think of your palms at dawn
what do I know about any
other love?
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CARP LESSONS

Jordan Dilley

Today, we are jumping fish. Silver carp, Iris informs me.
Iris like the flower, like the goddess, like the dark hazel
orbs that peer up at me before leaping over a bramble,
thorns thrusting up at her dirty feet, thorns she’s too
quick for before splashing down again. I do my best to
imitate my silver-scaled jumper. Crouching down in the
battered tennis shoes dotted with green garden stains, I
leap into the hazy summer morning.
Iris stands back, assessing my progress. From one
carp to another, she informs me, you need to work on
your landing. Swing your tail to the side, coquettish like,
she says without awkwardness. My word-a-day goddess
jumps, twisting her coccyx, a word she doesn’t know
yet, at least I don’t think she does. I try to explain that
older carps don’t twist like they used to, vertebrae and
ribs being calcified and all. Iris, my fishy flower, frowns.
She doesn’t believe in minerals or excuses. Swim with
the flow she says, writhing on the dandelions.
Swim with the flow the goddess who yesterday
was a Steller’s jay says. Would she also say fly with the
flow? That sounds stupid. Sail, glide, or maybe swoop.
Carps and Steller’s jays can be pithy, but they must also
be precise. Coccyges must twist at the correct angle,
head feathers from the craft store must be coiffured to
enhance aerodynamics.
So later, when Iris, holding out a cat’s cradle of pink
yarn, announces she wants to be reincarnated as a
sphinx, I ungracefully, but accurately, drop the too-short
spoon I’m stirring turkey chili with into the pot.
I fish the spoon from the pot with BBQ tongs. “A
sphinx?”
“Yeah,” Iris says, falling to the floor. Knees curled
under, arms elongated, head stretching away from her

neck. Human, lion, and falcon; she is an amalgam posing
on semi-clean tiles.
Iris lists her reasons for choosing a sphinx for
a future physical abode, but all I can think of is if the
turkey in the chili will count against her since it’s
adjacent cannibalism. (Though, this depends on how
closely turkeys compare to falcons.)
Her metal spoon is banging against the chili bowl.
“Mom, are you listening?”
No, I want to say, I’m not. My daughter just declared
she has after-death plans; I think I’m entitled to a bit of
reflection. Instead, I smile sheepishly and shrug.
“Wise guardians with riddles,” she sums up, licking
the rim of her bowl.
Judges, juries, and executioners if I remember
Oedipus correctly. I look at Iris sideways wondering if
she knows about Oedipus, probably not, but then again,
she knows the word coquettish, so I can’t count on
ignorance.
Later, I stand at the window watching a cheetah
stalk a bee buzzing around zucchini blossoms in the
vegetable patch. Iris. Oedipus has got me thinking about
fate and whether I’ve doomed my cheetah to some
horrific misfortune by giving her a name in the same
pantheon. Fate is tricky. You can twist your coccyx in
just the right way and still end up sleeping with your
mother and gorging out your own eyes. I shake my head.
Iris isn’t someone to whom things happen; she already
has her own afterlife plan.
Once my carp/Steller’s jay/cheetah is burrowed
under her Little Mermaid duvet (more mythology,
god(s?) help me), I plunder the bookcase for volumes on
Eastern religions, the worn covers serving as a reminder
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that there was life before stained garden shoes and
revelatory bowls of chili. If I can confirm that her next
life as an animal is a possibility, perhaps Iris will accept
the impossibility of coming back as a sphinx. I’m no
closer to offering her that reassurance when I wake up,
cheek adhered to a page on self-less action. Opinions are
split on the animal question. Some say you can, others
say you can’t, while a strong assertion is made that you
can come back as an animal, but only if you seriously
mess up your karma. Iris is only eight, and I doubt her
karma is all that bad yet, unless she’s still working off an
imbalance from past lives.
Iris is already awake, winding pink yarn around one
of the kitchen table’s legs. An illustration from last night
superimposes itself on Iris in her polka-dot pajamas:
Atropos cutting the thread of life. I scan the room for
scissors, knives, and cuticle trimmers, my heart racing
and armpits sweating in my robe. Nothing. I’ve done a
good job at keeping those things out of reach. Perhaps
I’ll do the same with this yarn when she’s not looking. I’ll
gather up all the threads and string in the house, pack
it together, keep it under lock and key. That’ll keep her
from practicing. Then again, you can take the girl out of
the bas relief, but you can’t take the urge to control life
and death out of the girl.
It’s not until I have the heady scent of medium
roast up my nostrils that I can properly question my
own sanity, can wipe the crusted drool off my chin,
can look across the breakfast table at the eight-yearold with tangled hair scarfing down a bowl of cereal.
Just an average kid running half-wild during summer
vacation, I tell myself. Nonetheless, I want to faceplant in
her bowl of multi-colored sugary o’s that are turning the
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milk gray. Pour myself another bowl and then another
until the milk tastes like cotton candy and looks like toxic
waste. I want to ride that sugar high until I believe, deep
down and into my bones, that she’s just an average kid.
But I reign in that urge and swallow another spoonful of
the fiber flakes I barely taste. My lower back aches and
I silently plead with Iris to let our pretending be gentle
today. No slithering or jumping or leaping. Let us be
sloths or koalas, find a tree and have our bodies mold
themselves around trunks and branches, around leaves
and caterpillars.
I’m not surprised when Iris holds two chopsticks
behind her ears and announces that today we are
gazelles. Two chopsticks, purloined from the drawer of
rarely used kitchen instruments that go sailing into the
dogwood when my floral goddess of death explodes
out the back door. I lag behind, the first casualty on the
Serengeti. I tell myself it is a noble death as it allows the
rest of the herd to escape. Iris turns around and frowns;
not noble, her impatient snort says, but weak. I nearly
lash out and reveal my findings from the night before,
but the sight of her this morning, carefully measuring
lengths of pink yarn, stays my hand. Tread carefully, the
summer heat rising from the ground, the bees hovering
between stamen, and the white blackberry blossoms tell
me. Heeding their advice, I rise from the damp Serengeti
floor and retrieve the chopsticks.
A couple hours later, defeated by the summer
heat, we make for the watering hole of forced cooled
air and laminate countertops. While Iris is eating her
lunchtime orange noodles, I pull every book on science—
volcanoes, electrons, and chromosomes—that I own off
the bookshelves and arrange them on the coffee table.

Glossy covers of galaxies, double helices, and crystal
structures stretch their tendrils toward Iris and her
cheese-stained lips. But Iris won’t be tempted. Not by me
and my yearning for relaxation and logic, not by charts
and pie graphs.
She’ll grow out of it, all kids do, I tell myself, sinking
into the couch cushions, TV remote in hand. I stop at
the first piece of trash programming I find and divide
my attention between bickering housewives and the
sounds of Iris jumping on the deck and whooping in the
cauliflowers, until her cry interrupts a disagreement
over suede handbags, and she pounds toward the back
door, tears sliding down her face. She holds her foot out
when I ask what’s wrong. A blackberry thorn the size of
a dog claw is jutting out from the ball of her big toe. In
my rush to find Band-Aids and Bactine, I wonder how
she ran from the garden with such a protrusion. Oh, the
irony! My scary goddess foiled by a garden thorn.
After cleaning the wound and applying a special
edition tye-dye bandage, I leave Iris to an Animal Planet
re-run. I pour another cup of coffee, but even Kenyan
blend can’t solve the problem of how to convince Iris
mythical creatures are just that—mythical. Then again,
how necessary is it really? Sure, some people will think
she’s weird for believing in mythical creatures, but
maybe the world needs more of Iris’s particular brand
of weirdness.
Just as I’ve made peace with the thought, imagined
Iris as an avant-garde ahead of her time, a rustling breaks
my reverie. Iris is thumbing through one of the books I
left on the coffee table, a guide to rocks and minerals
with lots of pictures. Perhaps the avant-garde artist is
really hiding a geologist. Maybe I should buy her one of

those crystal-growing kits, or a bag of geodes. Maybe I
should add a pair of hiking boots to her wardrobe, find
one of those button-ups with lots of pockets.
But…no! She’s onto A Brief History of Time. A star
chart wouldn’t hurt. I’ll order one. Maybe for Christmas
I’ll buy her a telescope, nothing too expensive, but
something serviceable. Isn’t there a planetarium a few
towns over?
I drop the spoon I was stirring coffee with. Iris looks
up from her book. I turn around; I can’t let her see my
smile of approval, can’t let her see the anticipation of all
the talks we’ll have on genetics, black holes, and magma
chambers. If there’s anyone with the power to dash my
hopes, it’s her. I creep upstairs, look at the bookcase to
see if there is anything I’ve forgotten. All volumes on
ancient history and mythology I moved to the top shelf
this morning. Not a permanent ban, just a temporary
period of sequestration until she stops believing in
things like Sphinxes.
I draw a bath, something I haven’t done in a long
time. With a wound like that on her foot, Iris isn’t going
far, so I stir in some bubble bath and froth the water with
my hands until the bathtub is a churning confection of
baby pink. I slip in and spread out. I luxuriate, moving
my arms and legs languidly, the antithesis to our
carping in the garden. Carps don’t float in warm water
that smells of cotton candy. I dip my head under water,
fully committed now. My hair lifts, fans out. When I was
Iris’s age, I used to pretend I was a mermaid in the bath.
I would kick my legs, imagining them fused together.
I would rotate, back to the water, then stomach, and
then back again, frowning at the walls of the tub that
impeded my imagined gracefulness. But eventually the
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water grew cold, then drained out, and once again I was
two-legged and shivering into a towel.
Even though I’m under the soapy water, and know
it will sting, I open my eyes. Pink tinted ceiling, shower
head and curtain, wobble on the other side, pastel
phantasmagoric. I touch the drain plug with my toes, lift
my hands to the bottle of bubble bath sitting on the tub’s
rim, ground myself in the real as I shut my eyes. They
burn. I lurch up, tears welling. No carp in their right mind
would let their eyes open into soapy water, Iris would
say. Maybe I’m not in my right mind, a carp, or both. If
I were a carp, my spawning would result in multiples.
And in that spawning there would be one, maybe more,
like me.
Animal planet is still on when I come downstairs,
but Iris is nowhere in sight. The books I left on the coffee
table, the books that Iris was so keen on an hour ago,
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are stacked in the middle. This neatness, at odds with
her usual hurly-burly, breaks me out of my post-bath
contentment. I search for clues of her chaos, try and pick
up the scent. I hunt for tail feathers with dabs of dried
hot glue in the kitchen, rack the depression the coffee
table’s leg makes in the carpet for pink threads of life.
Nothing. It’s as if the medicine show has packed up and
left town.
Finally, I find Iris upstairs in front of the bookcase.
The books I thought I had hidden so well are spread out
on the floor. Iris sits in the middle of the pile.
“I’ve changed my mind,” she says not looking up, “I
don’t want to be reincarnated as a Sphinx. I want to come
back as a griffin.”
A creature more powerful and transcendent,
eclipsing sphinxes, mermaids, and me.

Mariette Moor, Leftover (2); Leftover (5), 2021

CHERRIES OUT OF SEASON

Rose DeMaris

In the cold time of dead leaves in the street, our
attraction is clefted, red, stemmed, and mounded
on a white plate beneath a bell jar. Ravens
crowd the fire escape to watch it, appetite dilating
each bold jet eye. But it is ours. I thought it into life
here as you, miles away in your own bed, have
also thought it. It is beautiful, and it is too
late, shaped into a still-life we know we should not
touch. If we had met decades ago on some vesuvian
August day, we might have made it into pie, tucked
it under a latticework cage, the mock barrier easily
forked open. We might have burned our mouths
on its bubbling juice, gummy and sweet. Now I look
at it as the birds do. I lie on my pillow and watch
as it makes the glass sweat with the force of its own
bright vitality: no nerves, no marrow, only ripe
spheres hugging their hidden embryos. I dream you
hold me in the elevator. Outside, the first snowflakes

Left: Alya Hatta, Sleaze Cake, 2021
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gem the panes, an extravagance of crystallized
geometry. Who arranges the water molecules
over each speck of dust? Who decides, who times
the seasons? Not us. We are choreographed
into kissing during your sleep and mine. Come
morning: a pile of pits, slick with saliva. The jar
is in pieces on the floor. Soon, you board the same
subway car as me. You look my way too long, then
not at all. We are both of us bandaged around
the fingers, our cuts blooming with the scent of fruit.
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I REMEMBER FIRE

Matthew Di Paoli

I remember fire. I remember walking out of it, my hands
and feet like charcoal. I smelled myself cooking. The hair
and nail.
Why does anyone start a fire? I wanted to begin
again. We all wanted to burn the disease away. We
wanted to live like we had before. I remember looking
down at my throbbing, charred fingers wondering if I
even had fingerprints anymore and maybe that I was
new again—not like a child, but in the way a god dies.
If you live for a thousand years, you must shed
your skin. You must be something completely altered
from that innocent, immortal being you were when you
first burst into existence. I was a distant planet. I was
unlivable.
So, we moved to the suburbs. My fiancée and I
decided to get more space. I’m not one of those people
who goes around talking about my fiancée like it’s some
new smoothie I made or something like you’ve got to try
it. Basil and peanut butter. That would be my smoothie
by the way. Sounds weird? You’ve got to try it. See?
That’s annoying right?
I sold my apartment in the Upper West, and she

took her small epileptic Chihuahua and her ten-year-old
Camry, and we blew town. I mean we didn’t blow town.
It was a process. Everything is a process now.
The house has five small steeples: one above the
garage, one above the door, and the others above sets of
windows. The brick is a dimpled mustard. Deli mustard,
not the other gross kind they give you in packets at
baseball games that are the same color as the packaging.
The garage is white, which we both hate, but I know I’m
never going to change it; so that’s what it will be forever.
I lived with a pink bathroom for over a decade in my old
apartment. Roughly six people offered to paint it for free.
I turned them all down. Do I like purple bathrooms? No,
but sometimes you just need to stick with what you have
until it breaks you.
I get there before Geri and the dog and settle into the
couch, waiting for the internet guy. The couch is shiny
and firm, not like my old couch with coffee and whisky
stains. We got it at some couch emporium, and somehow
I ended up buying the entire display. The guy couldn’t
even believe it. I probably put his kids through an MFA
program that day. I’m pretty sure he was touching
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himself behind the register. I kept hearing these little
thwips like when you jog wearing nylon.
The dog sits on the couch arm to my right. I stare at
the TV the same way I would if it were on. Except we
have no internet.
“So, this is the spot huh?” says Mais, the nine-yearold Chihuahua.
“The city’s no fun anymore. I can’t even go on the
subway without seeing a guy take a shit.”
She gets up, makes a circle, then settles down again.
“I poop in front of you all the time.”
I sigh. “That’s not the same.”
“I look at you while I do it.” She yawns really big,
curling her tongue out as she finishes.
It kind of makes me want to yawn too, but I don’t.
I’ve always hated yawns ever since my dad used them to
leave places when I was a kid: Rye Playland, Christmas
Eve, the McDonald’s ball pit. “I do wish you wouldn’t do
that,” I say to Mais, “but still.”
“It makes me feel safe,” she says.
“Well, that’s nice.”
The doorbell rings. Once I have internet, I’ll finally be
able to settle in. I open the door. There’s a man in a navy
jumpsuit.
“Hi, are you Mr. D?” He’s looking down at a tablet.
He’s got white earbuds in his ears. His mustache is
precariously close to a “Hitler.”
“Yes, that’s me.”
“You moved from the Upper West Side. Transferring
your service here?”
“That’s right.”
“Big move.”
“Yeah, I guess so.”
“Lots of people making big moves in an uncertain
time.”
I crane my neck out behind him to see the van in
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my driveway. I’ve never had a driveway before. “Sorry,
so you’re here for the internet, right?”
“Who is it?” barks Mais.
“Got yourself a little city dog huh? Might need to
upgrade.” He elbows my elbow, which is all the physical
contact we’re allowed to have anymore, but it’s still not
welcome.
“Do you want to come in and get started?”
“Oh right. Yeah, that’s the thing. Your technician
couldn’t make it.” He lolls his head up and down. I can
hear the tinny alt rock leaking from his ear buds.
“The technician? What are you?”
“Oh me? I’m a technician, yeah, just not your
technician.”
I exhale, look back at Mais, who is fast asleep.
Geri’s showering in the upstairs bathroom. Not the
guest bathroom on this floor or the toilet-only bathroom
in the basement.
“I’m gonna take a walk,” I say, directing my voice
upward.
“What?” yells Geri.
I walk up two steps for slightly more volume.
“Walking. Want some fresh air.”
She cracks the door. Some shower steam leaks out
and wafts over the second-floor carpet like a middle
school dance. “Take Mais.”
I look down at Mais on the couch. She looks back up
at the sound of her name.
“Mais is asleep,” I say.
“Are you lying?” Her voice wobbles as she’s toweling
her hair.
“Yes. But she walks so slowly.”
Geri closes the bathroom door. The steam dissipates.
I jump back to the bottom of the staircase. It hurts the
soles of my feet.
“Get your harness, Mais.”

She doesn’t move. I go to the kitchen and pull her
harness out from a basket of all her stuffed animals and
studded rubber bones she doesn’t play with. It’s covered
in white hairs like dandelion seed. I put the harness on
the ground.
She walks over and places her paws in the leg holes.
“You could’ve saved yourself the indignity of asking,”
she says as I strap her in.
As we exit and I lock the door, I realize I probably
don’t even have to anymore. The road is smooth, and
the sidewalk is perfectly flat like little white Triscuits. It
bends to the right. Each house is just like ours down to
the number of windows and the steeple. They all drive
off road station wagons or SUVs. Each one is parked
serenely in the space before the garage, signaling that
there is another, slightly more expensive car hidden
within. Mais immediately sniffs the first mailbox we
come across.
“What does it smell like?” I ask.
She sniffs a few more times before I manage to tug
her away. “Woody. Little bit of anal secretion.”
“Gross. Geri says that you sniff everything
constantly because to you one smell is like a thousand
sunsets.”
She shakes her whole body, hot from the sun. Some
small white hairs sift down to the uniform eggshell
sidewalk squares. “I’d say it’s more like when you haven’t
showered all day and you stick your finger in your
armpit. You smell it right?”
“What, me personally?”
We make some progress and round the first curve.
Someone has a Mini Cooper. What a goddamn rebel.
“Yes, you. You smell it right?” says Mais, trotting
along.
“Yeah, I guess.”
“Because you’re curious. It doesn’t smell good, but

time and time again I see you go back for one more.”
“Well, aren’t you observant?” I say, slightly annoyed
that the dog is right again.
“Bring me over to that hydrant. This is gonna take a
while.”
After about a week, Geri organizes a barbecue with
our neighbors. The ones on the left, not the right.
“How did you even meet them?” I ask from outside
the door. She’s in the bedroom trying on “barbecue
clothes.” She doesn’t like when I watch her get dressed
because it ruins the surprise.
“They’re really nice. Red or pumpkin?”
“Are those their names? Are they hipsters?”
“Dress color, lovely,” she says.
“Well one is a vegetable so…”
“You’ll like Matthew, he’s really into ships,” says Geri.
“Are you serious? People with the same name as
me are always dicks.” I loll my head back and knock it
against the freshly painted wall.
“Don’t knock your head.”
“Also, I don’t care about ships at all.”
“Right, so you’ll be able to learn a lot from him.” She
comes out into the threshold of the bedroom. It’s a light,
summery orange dress. She swishes it.
“I see you went with pumpkin.”
“Obviously.” She recedes back into the room.
“What am I going to learn from him? Piracy? Pipe
smoking? How to wear a triangular hat?”
“At least you’re being positive!”
We get to their backyard at seven. It’s still light out,
and we leave Mais because she doesn’t like other families
much. Matthew and Katie’s backyard is lined with white
bulbs and tall hedges along the fence line. They set up a
table with all kinds of condiments and plates with plastic
forks and knives. The table is wood and bare. Katie
squeals when she sees Geri.
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“We’re so happy you’re here.”
But she sounds too happy or not enough. I don’t even
know the difference anymore. We stand in an awkward
parallelogram for a moment.
“Matt, this is Matthew,” says Geri. She holds my
hand on my left, encouraging me to shake his. His
handshake is like when your foot squishes something in
the ocean, but you can’t tell what it was, and the water is
too murky. My father always told me you can tell a lot by
hair and handshakes. I could use a haircut. Matthew and
I both wear khaki shorts and colorful tee shirts. I almost
wonder if Geri will accidently bring him home later and
it will take detective Mais to decipher us.
“So, you’re into boats, huh?” I say.
“Ships, really.” Geri squeezes my hand.
After a painful minute, I’m instructed to help
Matthew by the grill and Katie pulls Geri into the kitchen.
Matthew throws on some steaks. “I marinated these
overnight. They’re gonna be bomb.” He hands me a beer.
I raise it up and tip it to him. “You ever thought you’d
end up here?” I ask.
“Long Island?”
“Like this place in life, making steaks for someone
else named Matt, marinating your existence.”
“I can tell you’re a deep thinker. Geri warned me
about you.” He chuckles, trying to defuse any thoughts
that might actually arise.
“What did you want to be before this?”
“Well, I’m a—”
“No, like before this? What did you want?”
He pokes the raw steak, willing it to cook faster. He
slugs down some domestic beer. The bottle sweats with
him. The sun is warm on my back and in his eyes. He
squints into me.
“Like as a kid I wanted to—I was really into Moby
Dick, but I didn’t care about the whale. I wanted to catch
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the whale. I wanted to be like Ahab.”
“I always rooted for Tom to eat Jerry,” I said. “I mean
Jerry is an asshole. Cats eat mice. The whole thing is
against nature, you know what I mean?”
Matthew rotates the spatula in his hand as if it’s
completely foreign. Some alien spatula sent down to
enslave him. The meat sears on the grill.
“Might want to flip that,” I say.
He squints up into the cloud cover. “At night I think
about every little thing that happened along the way to
get here. Like what if no matter what I did in life I was
going to end up married to Katie, living in this house,
marinating this steak, consuming it? What if I have no
free will? What if—”
Geri and Katie open the sliding door holding a salad.
“How’s it coming, boys?” sings Katie.
“Would you mind?” He hands me the spatula, walks
up to the backyard gate, opens it, and walks out.
Katie cranes her neck. “Babe?” He meanders into a
hazy and unknowable future.
Back at home, Geri and I order pizza.
“Was it necessary to make our neighbors question
their existence at a barbecue?” asks Geri.
“I had a great time.” I’m sitting on the couch petting
Mais. She’s licking my finger. It probably still has some
marinade on it.
Geri slippers into the kitchen, fills a teapot and sets
it to boil.
“She only makes tea when she’s angry,” says Mais.
“I know that,” I say, continuing to rub the dog’s
temples.
Mais scratches her ear. “You two haven’t been
getting on so well since the move.”
“It’s not what I imagined.”
“Are you saying something?” says Geri from the
kitchen.

“Just talking to the dog, sweetie.”
“Right. Why talk to me when you can talk to the
dog?” she mumbles into the steam.
I look out at all the short, planted trees, at the house
across the way. I wonder if there’s a man and a dog and
a woman arguing there, too.
A month goes by. I see Geri and Geri sees me, but
she’s making a lot of tea. We sit down and turn on the red
app and it shows us what to watch. I take Mais for walks
and wave to people whose names I can’t remember.
I don’t think Matthew ever came back. It’s like those
stories you hear of someone going out for a cigarette one
night and ending up in Venezuela. I wonder if he ever
became Ahab.
Later that week, Geri’s at work. I call in sick and go
into our bedroom and lie down. Mais comes in with me.
Geri had left one of her shirts on the bed in a rush. It
smells like her the way she’s always smelled—like peach

tree laundry. Fresh like that. Mais climbs up the dog
stairs at the bottom of the bed, walks up my legs, and
sits on my chest.
“Open your eyes,” she says.
“What?” I open my eyes.
She’s holding a book of matches in her mouth. She
drops it on my neck. “This isn’t your destiny. Right? Like
what color is this room even?”
“Seafoam green?” I say remembering when Geri
and I both agreed on it in the big orange hardware store.
“You can be alive, too.”
“I–What about the house? What’s Geri going to
say?”
I remember fire. I remember walking out of it, my
hands and feet like charcoal. I smelled myself cooking.
The hair and nail. I held Mais. Geri held me tightly. I had
never felt so close to her. I was unburdened. I was Ahab.
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Hongyu Luo, Testimony of Melting, 2021

SHOE, TUNNEL, BELLY

Lissa Kiernan

Each foot wrapped in its shoe,
each train held in its tunnel,
each lemon blooming
on a hill’s belly—
we are dying every day.
Even so, I saw a cherry
browning in the dirt,
moon-orange edges
and mostly pit. Its beauty
so ruined, I wanted to eat it.
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Right: Yishu Wang, Loci Collapse, 2021

LOOKING GL ASS ELEGY

Robert Alexander Wray

I haven’t been to my mother’s grave in years
I don’t even know if I could find it now
Don’t really think of her as dead
A flower left on her tombstone once got taken
for a walk by the wind around the cemetery
Something severely poetic about that
Saw Gretchen yesterday while scouting some possible
film locations A doubly warm hug A hug with meaning
and sadness Felt good seeing her so unexpectedly Long
conversation Dickinson seashells poetry Dickinson and
on Her hair short soft looking Wanted to touch it
I wonder if she’s happy
Hope so
An interesting find during yesterday’s location hunt
Went to visit and explore the rooms of an old house
built in the 1800s with a weird and spooky ambience
The production manager and his dog accompany me
In one of these rooms we discover a cabinet We peek
inside and see a box with the name Clara Damm on it
Damm spelled with 2 m’s Unique moniker
And in the box all carefully folded and wrapped a black
lace shawl a small Bible and 2 locks of dark woven hair
The manager asks if I know what any of this is or means
I tell him it’s probably a remembrance of sorts a reminder
of mortality Quite customary in the 19th century to keep a
deceased loved one’s hair make trinkets or artwork using
the hair

*

The manager seems a bit distressed by that Do you
actually think the person the hair belonged to is dead
he wonders I respond Well if she wasn’t dead when
the hair was cut off back in the 1800s she’s probably
pretty dead by now
There were several strange incidents that I attribute to
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Clara Damm
Like watching the manager’s dog Sylvo walk to an
empty space and spend 5 minutes begging that space
for food while wagging his tail He sees something I
cannot Something not visible But if it’s the ghost of
Clara Damm she’s definitely dog-friendly
A flower being taken for a walk by the wind around
the cemetery
This movement doesn’t have to go with that or be all matchymatchy
says the dancer with the shy but piercingly intelligent eyes and ruby
red hair explaining how she creates choreography to music It’s like
a conversation where both sides can talk simultaneously she says
I hired her to drive me for the day so that I could spot places document
stuff and accomplish other tasks while on the road She seems
fascinated by what I do We stop at one locale and as I go about getting
all angles of a building shot I see her near the car doing a variety of
dance moves Her style rhythms expressions of emotion So beautiful
True deep cool beauty
Why is this causing me to cry I think to myself
No hug no high five no kiss
Just write me a line of verse
a piece of poetry that I can
remember forever

*

It’s not the same It’s not the same It’s not the same
laments the owner of the house we want to rent and
use an engaging guy overall who seems bitter about
how much the world has changed Proclaims himself
an old hippie Loves San Francisco Kerouac Dylan A
big deal who you liked back then Beatles or Stones
he says Mick Jagger still can’t get no satisfaction he
says He likens fate and destiny to having reservations
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at a restaurant “You’re supposed to be at such a place
at such a time but will you make it” The way he took
my mint candy was very cool Accepted the candy as
a matter of course to bond and be on familiar terms
instantly
The people one meets and the people one meets
It’s hard to understand the mentality of some of
my transient colleagues Essentially what I do is
find locations take pictures and upload them into
folders so that a cinematic world can be created
which hopefully offers relief from reality Then
once production’s finished I oversee the cleanup
and restore everything back to its pristine state
Like when the Cat in the Hat releases a Voom
that clears and cleans the entire place spotless
Like when the Cat in the Hat releases a Voom
that clears and cleans the entire place spotless
But there are some people in this business who
seem clueless about the process and mess with
your sense of what’s right what’s wrong They
look through all the shots of possible buildings
you painstakingly took and put together and the
first thing they say is These shots should not be
in a horizontal format And you’re thinking What
the fuck did you say Why do you have a problem
with them being horizontal Look at the fucking
SHOTS

*

Such assholes are treacherous like an avalanche
Particularly this one production designer who’s
city born and bred and walks around like a prince
“You walk like a prince You walk and I start seeing
a palace with decorated elephants and naked ladies
lounging on marble Listen you specifically said you
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wanted prewar facades Every place I scouted that’s
in that folder is PREWAR The type of building you
say you want now is not fucking prewar I just wish
you’d see that and soften your dark urban sharpness”
An impossible duet me and her
Gretchen Gretchen Gretchen A
lit cigarette in her mouth moving
around the house topless then out
to the sunny grass where she lays
down “You have lots of seashells”
“What do you mean seashells” As
she puts out her cigarette she picks
up a snail’s shell They do look like
seashells It almost breaks my heart
that Gretchen a girl brought up in a
land by no ocean whatsoever calls
these tiny snail creatures seashells
She finds the prettiest and biggest
one and gives it to me with delight
She likes mean men though Needs
meanness punishment harshness to
feel whole and balanced I couldn’t
provide that convincingly enough
Poppycock
I just like the word poppycock
Think I’ll use it more often

*

Was walking along
lost in my own world after a lousy day
and nearly missed the vision of these
tiny red bat-like birds swooping sharply
up then down as if riding an invisibly
freakish rollercoaster Wings fluttering
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then stretched and still at long gliding
intervals Also flying after one another
No hug no high five no kiss
Just write me a line of verse
a piece of poetry that I can
remember forever
A nightmare or dream The work week’s
full of both extremes on a daily basis
One day it’s you and your dancer companion
cruising around the city showing her the best
streets to drive down all the nice lobbies to go
into the greatest spots to just hang out and be
happy Along the way you entertain her with a
life defined by names of TV shows and movies
and film stars “She’s nice he sucks” etc And the
next day it’s a cinematographer who wants your
parking pass your golden ticket that allows you
to park anywhere you want and because you give
it to them you end up with tons of parking citations
Same cinematographer who at the end of the day is
rubbing their thumbprint on a camera lens to get a
certain effect and stops and says I want a hamburger
Your boss says Go get it So you’re looking all over
town at 2:30 in the morning for a fucking hamburger
for this person who’s cost you 100s in parking fees
After finally finding a place that has it and delivering
it posthaste the cinematographer suddenly becomes
your best friend and even shouts out I love you

*

Why is this causing me to cry
“What I wish,” replied Don Quixote…”is
to learn from your own lips if there might
be some cure for the sadness and pain that
your strange life here seems to demonstrate,
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and had it been necessary to hunt for you, I
would have hunted with infinite care.”
Don Quixote How to handle that earnest desire
to live in a world of imagination and love

*

Keep going Moving right along Keep going
Big loft windows which unfortunately look out upon
train tracks But the basic view’s so wide and the sky’s
everywhere so it’s all beautiful nevertheless Fleshpink
walls white frilly curtains a makeshift bar with a single
red rose on top Picture frames without pictures in them
One sculpture of a Matisse-like figure of a falling man
Very simple decor The perfect space to shoot a major
scene for an independent film The woman with 3 kids
and 2 dogs living there’s barely hanging on however
She’s an artist Her clothes and body flecked with paint
of differing hues Specks of yellow black and purple on
her hands Rough coarse hands that’ve handled the trials
of motherhood as well as the materials of a painter’s life
Her lips often quivering with a desire to say something
preparing her mouth to speak Then she simply trails off
worn down with work and care and art
After we finalize a price to rent out her place I go to the
producers to see if we can double her rate Thankfully we
can and it’s cool I really wish I could help people more
I just want to go home My eternal mantra
Especially when I find the ideal spot to do
a shoot after days of searching and then the
property owner says the one thing that you
never want to hear Namely “Yeah we have
movies shooting here constantly” So it all
becomes pointless ‘cause if it’s known that
a location’s used a lot it’s the kiss of death
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*

I just want to go home I just want to go home
Swimming in a bountiful sea of words and wildness
That’s how Gretchen would describe her experience
of reading Emily Dickinson She’d read her for her
own edification I’d tease and test her “So what line
comes after ‘It struck me every day’” She’d not only
quote the line but continue the poem totally by heart
“It struck me every day
The lightning was as new
As if the cloud that instant slit
And let the fire through.
I thought that storm was brief,
The maddest, quickest by;
But Nature lost the date of this,
And left it in the sky.”
God knows what’s in my heart
“She ruins her body down through her thoughts”
It took Gretchen three years our entire time together
to compose the poem that line’s from She wanted
to be a prolific poet but could only write during
thunderstorms “Why only during thunderstorms”
“When it’s beautiful and blue it’s too distracting”
Ultimate human need Explanation
Some days explanation’s too much to bear

*

There’s a black market web of people and locations
we use Usually through contacts You can’t force it
We have people all the time pleading Use us use us
Messages galore from folks wanting to give up their
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homes for us to shoot in And we never ever respond
back Ever Odd phenomenon But we had one couple
who were desperate to have their massive estate used
for a big budget film and since they were close with
the director I was asked to meet them and take a look
I arrive to find the wife and her older husband a man
with scary charisma like an admiral of the High Seas
waiting in front of a black Mercedes-Benz They show
me around their mansion except for a room in which
their son’s recovering from some mysterious sickness
As we head downstairs to the basement the wife says
We hope you won’t be too upset at what you’re about
to see I tell her not to worry as I’ve pretty much seen
it all And until then I thought I had seen it all But no
When we make it to the bottom the husband confides
that he’s not a neo-Nazi but just a rank historian with
a keen interest in World War 2 artifacts Then he opens
a door and switches on a light to what he refers to as
The Assembly
It’s a vast room reminiscent of an ancient cave crammed
with Nazi memorabilia Dozens of mannequins in Nazi SS
uniforms Machine guns pistols and bayonets Photographs
of Hitler Swastikas and Nazi propaganda plastered to the
walls with an adhesive I imagine to be blood Some peeling
off as if being burned invisibly from a flame of petrified
hatred Tear-soaked-looking Star of David A tribute to the
brutality that cold shark-like humanity’s capable of
Going into that room loaded me down with alarm My heart
pounding like a hundred galloping horses To walk underground
into a bunker where the war’s not over and where the spirits
of that world-altering evil stand at parade rest like soldiers
guarding the dead is terrifying

*

If not for the wife’s trepidations about her husband’s hobby
and their tight friendship with the director I would have left
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When I do finally get out I drive off and break down crying
To escape time let go of memory
Impossible
Sometimes in life you have to look under the hood
A child draws a bright yellow sun in chalk to stop the rain
Once in a while it works
The same child now a man sees his mother for the last time
planting flowers in her garden She caresses the soil with her
hands slowly carefully as if meditating on her death to come
When the man offers to help his mother she turns to him her
eyes film up and although she can’t remember who he really
is addresses him by name “Oh hi George Good timing I was
just thinking of that kind neighbor who used to let us swing
on his cherry tree when we were kids We’d look up through
the branches to the tree-tapestried sky and point our toes to
the clouds as we swung upwards And he’d even allow us to
eat the cherries”
On the day of his mother’s funeral the man wanders through
a wintry forest Most of the leaves have fallen except for a few
Still vibrantly colored ripe tangerine-hued but with a constant
tremble an awaiting of the inevitable when the mounting cold
and ice and snow will win out and they will have to truly join their
fallen comrades The final few leaves All huddled on a lower
branch Still clinging Alive

*

After the director dismisses my concerns as
silly and gives the green light to lock down
dates my dancer friend and I travel together
to negotiate contracts at the Nazi residence
I’m grateful to her for the moral support and
not having to go back there by myself She’s
so cool so beautifully true There’s a mutual
attraction but our energy’s one of unspoken
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decisions made regarding physical affection
which keeps us focused squarely on friendship
When we arrive at the place it’s discovered
that the husband and wife no longer talk to
one another Thusly I have to go over release
forms and explain the terms twice To each
of them individually And in different rooms
Once we’re done the wife thanks me and the
husband says goodbye with a pirate’s glare
Later on me and my friend pull up beside her
house She says the experience sparked an idea
for a dance “Really What sparked it precisely”
“The wife Sitting still head turned away from
her husband storming quietly to her room And
then coming back soft-faced and pleasant I just
saw the potential for a dance made up of these
colliding emotions Love and Hate Joy and Rage
Empathy and Disdain”
Fuck The word’s not empathy, it’s tenderness.
“I just saw the potential for a dance made up of
these colliding emotions Love and Hate Joy and
Rage Tenderness and Disdain” “Sounds neat I’m
still feeling battered down by the whole thing but
I’m happy you got some ideas from it” “I am too
And now I have to find the right music and try not
to go listening to untold songs that’ll make me sob”

*

The butterflies of heartbreak Of wrong turns taken
Towards the end of our relationship Gretchen’s always
going somewhere where I’m not Bathroom TV kitchen
wherever I’m not she goes I notice this strongly on our
last day together as a couple Her continual phone calls
Laughing with someone on the phone I get tearful Who’s
making her laugh like that But I want to make her laugh
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“Sweet hours have perished here;
This is a mighty room;
Within its precincts hopes have played,
Now shadows in the tomb.”
“—in which we see still more of Don Quixote’s
splendid testimonials to Love, as performed by
him in the Sierra Morena mountains”
A beautiful line to remember forever
Randomly remembering an elderly fellow I once
met on the job Not the easiest visit He’s a retired
actor with Parkinson’s Disease But his place is a
classic abode for this crazy writer in a docudrama
Upon entering I find the fellow in question using his
crutches to try and stamp down a tiny implacable foe
He moves like he’s in wet slowly hardening concrete
Tremendous detritus all around But there’s an order
to it Neatly organized chaos Faded Broadway posters
books props from plays everywhere Also electric toys
dragon figurines lots of odd bric-a-brac He greets me
with “So you have the Herculean task of documenting
my Augean Stables” “Yes I like the dragons” “Ah my
dragons They keep the place well-guarded”

*

While I go about my glamyglam work photographing
exteriors and interiors and the like Tovi as he insists on
being called keeps regaling me with escapades from his
past and plans for his future “I’m traveling to Norway
for the holidays” “Norway Have you been there before”
“No” “You have family there Friends” “No” “What’s
in Norway for you then” “Nothing Just Norwegians I
guess” “Oh” “I’m just knocking off my list places I’ve
wanted to go to Life is short my friend” “Yes that it is”
At one point Tovi announces he’d like to act again and
does a speech from The Winter’s Tale with entrancing
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grace and concentration But it’s his voice his trembling
tender voice that brings the inert words to full aliveness
“Why look you so upon me?
I am but sorry, not afeard; delay’d,
But nothing alt’red. What I was, I am.”
Anyway an assumed 2 hours taking pictures became 5
I finally had to leave as I needed to meet someone and
take a look at their apartment Trying to make an exit
though was one of the hardest things I ever had to do
“I have to go Tovi” “Would you like to play another
game of cards first” “No that’s fine” “Would you like
to see my UFO It flies Take it out for a spin Needs a
few kinks worked out” “Um” “I can make some coffee
for you Only takes a second All I have to do is press a
button” “No Thanks I really need to go” He stops and
gazes at me with quiet warmth “Ah you don’t want to
be procrastinated Okay Well Thanks for the company”
Walking to the door I find myself wanting to give him
something I forage through my stuff and against all my
better instincts to not add on to the absurd ephemera of
the place I lay an expired parking pass near the dragons
Seeing this he gives off a glorious knowing laugh It’s a
laugh that knows the extremes of pleasure as well as the
pleasures of looked-back-on sorrows Such a pure sound

*

A few hours later I look up at the stars The moon’s
like a still spotlight puncturing the sky I say a prayer
of peace for Tovi and ask God to hold him close
My dancer friend’s gift of unbloomed moonflowers So
perfectly symbolic of her herself She comes off at first
as closed fragile a delicate package Then with a little
time and attention blooms beautifully and in such a way
that makes you feel the full breadth of her magnificence
She gave the flowers as gratitude for our trip to the Nazi
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house Apparently it opened the floodgates of inspiration
regarding her dance piece In a “Physician heal thyself”
nod she decided to use the music of that most grand and
German of all composers Beethoven
After I thank her for the gift she goes off at a fast-forward
talking speed armed with facts about Beethoven’s life and
work
“Did you know Beethoven dedicated his third Symphony to
Napoleon But when he got word Napoleon declared himself
emperor he tore up the dedication page and said and I quote
Fuck that noise Actually I’m devising the choreography to
his 7th Symphony since someone called it ‘the apotheosis of
the dance’ and also I don’t want to do a piece that’s just nice
and pretty to watch And did you know he started going deaf
in his 20s People thought he was rude and standoffish but in
reality he just couldn’t hear what the hell anyone was saying”
And on and on All of this conveyed with a tinge of deep joy
In Ezekiel 37 there’s a passage where God breathes into the
and brings them back to life I only mention
serves as my answer to a question that turned into a running
joke on the last movie I did A superhero sequel of a sequel
of a sequel The question being “What’s your superpower”

*

Obviously I don’t have any superpowers But if I did it’d be
that one To be able to bring the dead completely back to life
Have you been able to picture her
The dancer friend whose name I never say
whose name I can’t bring myself to speak
as my voice would crack and I’d fall apart
She died
Had no idea she’d even been sick Very like
her though to keep such a thing secret so as
not to cause stress or worry in others Still I
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bones of the dead
this because it

wish she’d told me
Hard to reconcile her death with when I saw
her last So full of life so hip and stylish Not
hip and stylish in the societal measure but in
the essential human measure
She never got to do her Beethoven dance Of
all the ideas she shared with me about it the
one that haunts is how she saw it ending
“Swoosh cape and storm off right”

*

You have the mind of a distant sunset
Now you need to lift your end of the sky

*

Tend
er ly T
en der l
y Te nd
erl y Ten
derly ender
ender ender
Tender ly
Tenderly

*

“So do you ever dance for fun” “I don’t know Do you ever
breathe for fun Dancing’s in my blood” “But don’t you get
tired of it burned out” “Never It’s therapy Clears away all the
negative cobwebs It’s like when the Cat in the Hat releases
a Voom that clears and cleans the entire place spotless It
resets everything” “Interesting I wish I could dance Never
know what I’m supposed to do with my body though and I
just stand frozen In fact come to think of it dancing terrifies
me” “Oh poppycock That’s absurd Your body knows what
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to do You just have to let it do its thing and keep
moving keep going no matter how stupid it seems
Eventually you’ll find a rhythm and tap into an
energy that guides you That’s how it is when I dance
I start to feel the presence of spirits around A dream
world begins to glimmer about and before too long
it’s like I’m flying with the angels” “Hm I’ll have to
remember that” “Yes you’ll have to” “I guess I should
go It’s always odd saying goodbye I don’t know if
I should hug you or high five you or” “No No hug
no high five no kiss Just write me a line of verse a
piece of poetry that I can remember forever” “Well
if I was a poet that’s what I’d do” “I think you ARE
a poet You talk in a severely poetic way It’s almost
annoying” “Sorry about that” “No need to be Your
manner of talking reminds me of a literary character
I once had a crush on” “Which character’s that” “Don
Quixote” “Don Quixote I’ll look him up” “Good Great”
“I must say you’re more of a poet than I am You have
a cleverer craftier way with words” “I’m not clever or
crafty I just dance and collect information” “Case in
point And on that note I’ll leave you with this piece
of poetry Thank you kindly for the terrific tea Did
you get the masterful alliteration there” “Yes Can
you guess what I put in the tea” “Um Lemon Orange
Honey The tea itself That’s it I think” “Guess what
else” “Ginger” “No Love” “What” “Love Love’s in it”
“Oh Love”

*

And at the last
When everything’s stopped
When thought’s at a standstill
When language can’t be heard
When explanation’s in despair
When fear has to be confronted
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When you’re always the one who
pulls the Jenga out of the thing
and makes everything come apart
Then there needs to be a dance
(The first movement of Beethoven’s seventh
Symphony plays in its entirety, accompanied by a
crazy, sometimes comic, but spectacular dance, with
cape. It begins with a noble but inept earnestness
and slowly intensifies into something breathtakingly
sublime. During the long coda section at the end
an unseen “partner” joins in for an ethereal duet. It
finishes with
a swoosh of the cape and a storm off right)
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TEETHING BISCUITS

B. Tyler Lee

Ingredients:
1 egg yolk
1. Sift: In the beginning, there was your name, sounds planted before you were egg or seed,
derivation before germ—an ouroboros of origin.
¼ c. mashed roasted sweet potato
2. Blend: Your birth mother called you Dawn, a name which requires no explication: You arrived. You
glowed, whole, warm yam nestled in the daffodils.
1 tsp. baking powder
¼ c. unsalted butter
3. Cut: Don’t let them fool you—once the earth is salted, it cannot be undone. The ground remains
fouled. A name, though, may be ungiven: The milkman delivers butter to the wrong house; a baby
blows like powder across the city.
¼ c. unsweetened plant milk
4. Whisk: My name in translation—house of poverty, house of affliction. House of God, house of figs.
But always, I am house. When you place your hands inside me, you are home: this latitude where I
secure your mouth, the sweetness you once sought to silence.
pinch of ginger
5. Sprinkle: I rename my children when I write to hold them safe, transplant their seedling bodies
between words and streets alike. They cut their teeth on walls like gingerbread, moving as we
gnaw each house down. I scatter salt when we leave so others won’t locate the etymologies of their
hungers.
1 c. whole wheat flour
6. Rest: New demons pass by my sons because I’ve hidden them in their names, just as you won’t find
your mother because the city keeps time in paper. We thresh chaff from our lives, sifting it again for
secrets. You remain the sun-round yolk, gold whole. I am fig tree, tar roof, and plague of locusts all at
once. We consume and sprout, we devour and shroud. Until we’ve eaten everything we need to know.
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THE LAST WORD IS
THE ONLY WORD
Josh Lefkowitz
“[Personism] puts the poem squarely between
the poet and the person” –Frank O’ Hara

So what if the pizza shop’s oven’s broken
and/or the guy whose job it is to show up
to fix it and/or make the pies is having
train trouble, I don’t care—I’m so happy
sitting here with you at a plastic grey picnic
table bud-littered from an overhead tree
with pockets of rain that have yet to
evaporate. My tendency would be to say
may our love never evaporate but I will
try to curtail such goofiness—just want to
celebrate the day / the way your eyes
can hold the world, the way my stomach
can hold three different kinds of meat
when we segue to BBQ at the blue-hair
dining hour of 5:25 pm, how my heart
begins to slow and you offer to me
a bite of coleslaw, thereby saving me.
You are the coleslaw of my life I might
proclaim in another one, but let me set
that aside: I love going home with you,
love how we are alive and (lucky us) met,
love waking up in the middle of the night
with you to discuss the eating habits
of Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson who
consumes what is you heard an enormous
amount of cod. It is not the time to declare
I want us to be a pair of Rocks
and our life together to be that cod,
it’s just, well, let me (try to) do this right:
when we ride the morning commute over
the Manhattan bridge and the daylight
hits your cheek which I have been studying
in a not-discreet manner, I find I am
despite my many tricks and hijinks
sans metaphor, that there is only one word
in my mind and Jackie the word is Yes.
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Claire Ashley, Close Encounters: Adam’s Madame, 2018

Hannah Moulds, The Unnameables, 2018

SCARLET POPPY

Ssu-Fang Jessie

Top Note: Ambrette
When I started showing an allergic reaction to ibuprofen,
my mom took me to see an herbal doctor. This doctor,
notorious for his condescending demeanor, had been
her family’s doctor for three generations. He had neither
license nor clinic, but his patients were willing to take the
train for hours to get to his office hidden in a residential
building, where my mom and I now waited at the gate.
It was a chilly autumn in Taipei. An overpass in
front of the building partially blocked the sunlight and
shadowed my mom’s chin; every time a car ran by, a dark
square would climb up her forehead and drop down. My
gaze was busy chasing the squares on her face. Don’t
look around like that when you go inside. Doctor Huang will
be upset, she warned me.
The doctor’s office was circled by chairs from which
his patients all faced the center of the room where sat
an antique rosewood desk. This monstrous, intimidating
object displayed legs carved into flying lions, chimerical
creatures symbolizing good luck in Chinese mythology.
A meek woman sitting at the desk tethered everyone’s
attention. She whispered to the doctor.
“I can’t hear you. Louder,” the doctor yelled to her.
The room was so quiet you could hear the falling
ashes of incense. There was no place to hide her voice.
“I want to get pregnant,” the woman said again.
People who were dozing all woke up at the same
time, shooting a glance at her.
“Your whole womb is icy cold. How’s it possible to
keep a child in that icy palace?” The doctor checked
her pulse, and announced the problem of her uterus to
everyone.
Sitting on the chair, I bent my body forward, tightly
pressing my belly. I was fourteen years old at that time,
and I believed there must be a huge snake slithering
inside me, so I had these excruciating period cramps.
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The experienced doctor saw my hunched-over posture,
frowned, and pointed to me, “You, you’re the same. If
you don’t take care of your womb now, you won’t have a
baby when you grow up.”
“I’m fine with that. Giving birth to a baby is even
more painful.”
“Oh well, now you can talk back. But when you can’t
have a child, you’ll be abandoned by your husband,” the
doctor responded. The woman in front of him lowered
her head.
All the medicine prescribed by the doctor was picked
up from the herbal pharmacy downstairs. The side wall
of the pharmacy was covered by a closet of wooden
drawers. Each drawer was labeled with an herbal
medicine that sounded like a name from a classical
novel—Duzhong (Eucommia bark), Baizhi (Angelica
root), Huangkui (Ambrette) . . . The mysterious aura
from ancient times coalesced into an archaic fragrance
that enchanted the room. It seemed, in this smell, the
noises of the crowded Taipei City and the inexorable
stress of modern life would all dissipate. I watched the
staff pave white paper with medicine and fold it into
small, exquisite parcels, over and over again. I fixated on
the process, on the sound of paper-folding and the sight
of these adept movements, and forgot my pain.
“Miss, your medicine is ready. Be careful, don’t take
the wrong one. The one with Ambrette is not yours.”
“Why not Ambrette? What’s that for?” the woman
wanting a baby asked.
“Ambrette invigorates the blood flow. Your baby
would slide out with your blood if you take a bit of it.”
The woman covered her belly with her hands,
leaving the store in haste, but the image of a naked baby
playing on a waterslide with scarlet liquid flushing out
was implanted in my head.

Heart Note: Scarlet Poppy
The spring we got married, Southern California had
several rare heavy rains. The yellow hill next to our
place was repainted overnight into the light green of
spring onions. After several days, the hill sprouted
wildflowers with the speed of acne spreading during a
hormonal imbalance. The town of Lake Elsinore turned
into a garden of paradise. The poppies in California were
sunny orange and light purple, colored in naïve purity.
But scarlet poppies are usually from Asia.
The poppy of the Opium War in the 19th century is
not the symbol of beauty and sensuality; it is the emblem
of Western invasion. The poppy flowers catalyzed the
corruption of the East, engendering an imbalance
of power between East and West. Our marriage is
a combination of East and West, an encounter of
yellow and white skin. People want to find evidence
of imbalance between us: me, a green card hunter and
him, suffering from yellow fever. They ignore the fact
that our marriage is based on simple shared values. For
instance, no children.

bracelet. The doctor explained to the worried concubine,
“Women who wear tonka beans have difficulty getting
pregnant.” She was astonished and worried about her
health and status. Infertility, in the ancient palace, was
a woman’s archnemesis. The value of a woman was to
proliferate the empire’s family. Only by doing so could
she have a tiny stone to stand on.
Jo Malone: Scarlet Poppy Cologne
I once imagined a spring sprout taking root inside my
body, absorbing nutrition and transforming into a
complete individual, but feared that the sprout would
perish in this unredeemable world. Then, I met the
herbal medicine I prescribed for myself—the ruby
colored cologne with the perfect ratio of ambrette,
poppy, and tonka beans, the formula that holds babies
in their angelic shapes. I wear it every day on my thin
neck, the place where my pulse beats loudest, to draw
the medicine in. By doing so, I set myself free.

Base Note: Tonka Bean
In an ancient Chinese drama, one concubine discovered
the evil queen had secretly concealed tonka beans in her
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RUNOFF, INVOCATION

David M. Brunson

I listen, Botetourt, to the drawling dactyls
of your geography: green cove chiseled
from blue ridge, unrolling land folding
back into itself, water-carved and sloping
to Catawba.
Spring—your skifts melt, fl ow
liquor-clear through hellbender tributaries
as wild bloodroot and trillium, fl edgling and violent, erupt
through laurel-crowned hills. Listen, through sedge
and sourwood—thumbing gut-string, trilling voice. I
give my ear to your watershed and basin.
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HYMN FOR MY THIRST

Alex Wells Shapiro

The rain tastes sandy			
& you sound unfazed,
dehydrating, sipping
what we’re given tacky
tongued like peanut
butter, clucks &
smacks a chapped
hymn for my thirst.
Will your dry lapping
continue when the storm
heavies & pellets thru us?
Will our mouths moisten if
we can keep it down, bodies saturated
pliable, crying & sweating unconcerned
with lost fluid, loosened lips allowing lucid,
nonutilitarian breaths to pulse from our chests
with calm & praise & we can strive
& pace & fade for harmony instead
of desperate consumption?
I’ll drink to that.
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LESSER TOWNS

Andrew Kane

Roads will run beside the creek. Black, winding roads
that meet now and then with a bridge.
In places of such bridging, houses will gather
haphazard, creek-facing. Victorian, dilapidated, three
story, steps cut up the slope. Brickwork and balconies,
towers, turrets, weathervanes, lightning rods, all. Second
story doors that open to the overhangs of the ground
floor entrances. Little porches there. Some will be
slumping, unused. Some will hold a chair, folding,
camping or plastic, stackable, brown with algae, a
smoker’s perch.
Several miles from the bridging and houses, the shell
of a factory must sit. It will have made cigars, ice, brooms,
or lady’s handbags. Presently it should either be filled
with antiques for the purpose of auctioning or nothing
at all for the purpose of attracting teenage covens. Every
third town may have such a place situated within the
town proper. Local businessmen or even those from the
more prominent suburbs should constantly “have plans”
for them.
Every fourth town must have a quarry. Only one
shall remain open—blasted into the side of the highest
hill, visible for miles, yellowy rock, Martian or Moroccan,
a place where workmen can gather, where work can
be done. For all the rest (cliffs, craters, lakes), the locals
cannot fish, must not swan dive, but may fornicate
mightily, stare into the rainwater retained from decades,
remember what this used to be.
Pollsters will refer to these people, these places as
“Left Behind.”
The county commissioners will take the offers made
by the waste management companies. The objections
at the hearings, though hard fought, will not be heeded.
The quarries will be filled. The landfills will be named
names like Colonist Crest, Patriot Place, and Victory
Crossing. The berms will be built high around the
garbage mountains, thin trees palisading the perimeter,
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newly planted staking kits to keep them straight. A
basketball court will be paved, encouraging children
to come play basketball by the garbage mountain. Here:
A white gazebo with no path to meet it. Here: A sign
with bright lettering thanking the community. Another
sign insisting that the garbage company which fills the
garbage mountains with garbage is investing in the
future. Thus: the garbage company = the future = the
children = a basketball court. To sustain them:
An Italian Restaurant. Inside: a counter, tiling,
plastic booths. A television atop the drink refrigerator.
A Spanish language soccer match. Are they even Italian
that run the place? Greek? The boy who kneads the
pizza dough won’t even look you in the eye. No one eats
those sulfur colored peppers they put in the sauce cups.
A diner, preferably Medieval in theme, with spires,
standards, a hand-painted sign. Breakfast specials all
day long. Advertising on the paper placemat (realtors,
credit unions, tractor repair). Rushes after church
(Sundays, Wednesday nights). Learning how to pack up
the walker in the trunk when she needs it. Gripping his
arm up the steps before they added the ramp.
A new Italian Restaurant. This one they’ll want to
try. A nice font on the menu. Handwritten script, sort
of. The walls painted like fresco. A window looking onto
a Mediterranean hillside, a village scalloping down,
striations of umber, eggshell, jade. If a window were
really there: Mrs. Schleinkofer’s side garden. Wrought
iron fencing with loops at its top, not spears. The
overhanging trees maple, box elder, ash. A canopy she
can linger under, sprinkling from an old metal can. When
it’s warm and the dog run’s not sodden, she’ll bend the
best she can to tend to them: begonias, pansies, larkspur:
blue, and red, and gold.
She’s not alone:
Others who keep the porch trim pristine, painted
stately greens and auburns, beaded rails and curling

brackets where the posts meet. Sweep the boards, wipe
the storm door. There are those who still take pride in
such things. Even if the house beside:
Peeling, broken, bungled, sloping satellite dish on the
bay window’s roof. Plastic children’s things. A yellow
slide, an orange car, a toy kitchen with burners, sink,
countertop. All soft and sagging, faded from the sun,
tucked under the carport, wet even when it’s not raining.
The neighbors will resent one another. Must resent
one another. Disputes over music played too loud, the
muffler on the Grand Am rattling the windows, the dogs
(pitbull mixes), barking through the night, through the
day (even though the mother never seems to leave the
house), chained forever in a yard gone to mud.
Also:
Drugs.
And:
Walmart.
Through both:
Jobs.
People will seek some scapegoat here. But goats are
kept by those who still stable horses. And only because
they provide halfway decent company.
Rituals will mark time’s passage:
Summers: string the signs to bridge the street. Flagcolored. Bring the town together. Meet in the park where
everyone can lift their heads to watch. Light up the sky
with boomers, the big ones that make your chest echo.
Winters: watch the wreaths ascend every streetlight,
strands of bulbs within, an avenue of circles glowing.
Banners of the veteran dead. Young faces hung from
block to block. Service dates too small to see. Never
forget.
Not yet:
For in the wilderness, put the Legion and VFW halls.
Gravel parking lots. Barn-ish buildings. Picnic tables
and pavilions out back, just in case. In the town, put the

Freemasons and their Knights Templar, put the Order
of the Owls, the Loyal Order of Moose, the Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks. White block buildings like
banks with pillars and cornerstone inscriptions. But not
all monuments were meant to be monuments.
“Left behind” only means a difference in movement,
not an altogether halt. They are no orphan basket
forgotten by some wagon train.
For behold:
Beyond the alley’s rubble, a smoker’s laugh crackling,
hammer-falls echo the framing of a home. And here a
kid unbidden fishes forth a brownish basketball so he
can take it down to the court they built. Just feel for the
door’s chain, and lift it.
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LAN

Kelly R. Samuels

Cornwall: sacred area or enclosure

Winter would arrive
and traffic would slow or pare down—
only a lone car inching.
You took the corners with care, steady hand. Hand on thigh.
Sudden flurry, shimmer, and then
		
darkening—out along the river now ice.
A candle in a can was what my mother said should be carried.
A blanket or throw for the roads where the plows came late
or early morning. And the signal was faint. Or not at all.
What was this transported interior if not sacred? If not where
we chose to find ourselves and call it good.
All the untouched, giving off light.
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LOAM

Rachel Lloyd

When I was young, I buried things in my grandmother’s
backyard. So many things, I have lost count. Not that I
ever thought of keeping track. It wasn’t like that. It was
basal, a foundation, deep and immutable. It was instinct.
I can’t remember what all is buried here, but I know
what started it and what ended it, and a few moments
in between.
My grandmother’s backyard is a moderate plot,
but bigger than expected given the house’s size, and of
a unique shape. The yard is circular, bulging out from
the back porch like a pregnant belly, with low rock
walls radiating out from its center to create six slice-like
sections. It is circumferenced by a high rock wall and an
even higher forest of plane trees and black birch. When I
stand in the center there is an echo, my voice rebounding,
as it might in a colosseum. There is no grass, just a vast
expanse of dirt. In that way, I suppose this isn’t really a
yard. Technically it’s barren. But my father claims the
yard was once a vegetable garden where his mother
grew seasonal produce all year round. When we visited,
he sometimes went out back and stood with his hands
high on his hips, looking out over the yard, like he was
surveying his demesnes.
One day, as my father stood in that way of his, I
brought him a sandwich. I couldn’t have been older than
five. My grandmother made it for him, cutting off the
crusts like she had forgotten he was a man now and she
an old woman. I took it out on a delicate china plate. She
warned me not to drop the sandwich, following me as I
wobbled to the glass-sliding-door that opened onto the
back yard, her hands splayed out, poised to catch the
plate should it fall from my fingertips. When I entered
the yard where my father stood, she closed the door
behind me and watched through the glass.
I handed him the sandwich and he was verbose with
exaggerated praise, in the way adults often are with

children. He turned toward the yard and told me it had
once been a garden. I knew about gardens—my mother
had one stuffed with flowers and stout leafy plants—
but I couldn’t see anything of a garden in this old uneven
land. I laid down beside him to touch the spongy soil. It
smelled moist and clean, like life in all its stages. A worm
breached the surface and vanished again. I had, in a
flash, a desire to follow it.
“When I look at this yard, I see all the things that
grew here.” He talked of tall tomato plants, guided by wire
frames toward the summer sun; of root vegetables—
potatoes and parsnips and watermelon radishes—
plucked dirty and reluctant from the earth; of heads of
lettuce, their broad green leaves laden with white snow
at dawn. He said the ground here was good for growing,
nice loamy soil, lots of humus. I squeezed the dirt in my
palms so hard my fingers went stiff. I stood up and
curled the loose soil between my toes, trying to crush
it. Loamy I repeated. I felt like I was naming the earth for
the first time. Loamy. He told me that humus was bits of
dead plants, proof that the ground had memory of its
past, all the seedings and all the harvests. “That’s why
she won’t come out here,” he said, nodding to his mother,
who still watched us from behind the closed glass door.
“Too many memories.” My grandmother retreated into
the house, and somehow knew my father was right.
“Here,” he said, giving me the plate, “take this back
to Gran.”
I plodded toward the house, plate in hand, each step
sinking into the ground. Loamy, I whispered. Loamy,
the earth seemed to whisper back, an echo and answer
at once. The plate was mostly white, the center empty
and still, as shimmering and unbroken as a frozen pond.
The edge was ringed with orange leaves and apples and
pumpkins and some produce I didn’t recognize. I traced
the pointed lines of a vegetable with yellow tips and
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poked at each sphere in the tight bunch of cranberries.
Loamy, the earth whispered without prompting.
Then, I’m not sure what came over me, but I think I
must have known those were plants on the plate. I must
have known that this yard had been a garden with fruits
and vegetables and its soil was their guardian. I felt that
the plate belonged to the earth, more so than it could ever
belong to my grandmother. The plate seemed somehow
like a seed, that if I planted it something beautiful might
grow. I’m not sure what I was thinking, but I buried the
plate. I buried the plate as my father stood behind me,
looking away over the past. I buried the plate and made a
little mound of dirt atop it, patted it down with my palms.
I raked my hands across the spot, stood up and stomped
on it, piled on more dirt, repeated my actions.
My nails were caked black, and my legs ached from
kneeling. Loamy, I said again once I had finished.
We visited my grandmother’s house twice a
month on weekends, and I always brought something,
sometimes many things, to bury. As for what was
buried, my process wasn’t very discerning, but it hardly
felt random. I chose things that were convenient, of
course—small enough to fit in my backpack and not
likely to be noticed or missed by anyone. But mostly I
wanted to give the ground something true and unspoken
about myself. I wanted to introduce myself over and over
again in objects planted like seeds, which I thought was
surely the language of soil. I wanted to find the object
that might explain my being, and give it to the ground.
So I buried the accumulated clutter of being alive.
Over time, the burials became more sophisticated,
careful with practice, though I never used any digging
tools. I never bought or borrowed a shovel. I always dug
with my hands, unearthing the soil into mounds like
headstones. I buried things deep, as deep as my arms
were long, so when I planted my treasure my face was
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close enough to kiss the dirt. I would breathe deeply with
my cheek pressed to the ground, gulping in the smell. I
would whisper Loamy and Loamy would be the earth’s
reply. I felt sure in those moments it was naming me.
I buried old school assignments, crumpling up the
papers and stuffing them underground. I buried family
videos and a scrapbook a friend had made me. Once I
brought a wooden jewelry box, filled it with dirt, and
then buried the whole thing. I buried empty pill bottles
and mason jars my mother asked me to recycle. I
buried a whole stack of coasters, a rolled-up poster of a
handsome musician, a pair of my shoes. One time I stole
a whole raw roast from my mother’s freezer. It was still
in butcher paper and heavy for my young arms, weighty
like an infant wrapped in brown cerement. I hid the roast
in my backpack and buried it in the yard shortly after we
arrived, while my father argued with my grandmother
inside the house. She was saying that some things had
gone missing, notably a few pieces of her china set and
one particularly tacky crystal gourd, and he was telling
her it was all ok, that they had to be around somewhere.
I placed the roast in a shallow grave at the far edge of
the yard, the meat sweating through the paper, spilling
thin red juice down my palms to pool under my elbows.
I remember, to hide what I’d done, I licked the raw and
bitter blood along my arms and tasted dirt and sweat
along with it. Sweet and metallic, iron and earth, rich
and rough in my mouth.
I kept doing that, taking trinkets or heirlooms or junk
to bury in the yard. My mom sometimes looked at me
pointedly and said that if her chunky amber necklace or
a certain misplaced Christmas ornament with my photo
turned up suddenly, she wouldn’t ask any questions.
But nothing ever came back, so eventually she stopped
inquiring.
It came to the point where I’d have to unearth objects

buried a week a month a year earlier just to make enough
of a hole in the ground to plant the new ones. Rooting
through the ground, I came across old tombs of my own
making: a box of dolls, an unopened package of post-it
notes, a book from the school library, pens, parts of my
grandmother’s china set with those orange leaves and
fall produce, fridge magnets, matches. It reminded me
of how the ground could remember, how much of the
past it held for me. While I dug, I turned the dirt over in
my hands. I rubbed it on my arms and rolled in it when I
could. I ignored my grandmother’s chiding about dirt in
her house.
When I was fifteen, she moved into a nursing home
and didn’t have a house to mind. We stopped visiting
that yard, and for years I felt like I was floating through
my life. I missed that loam like it had been a lover, and
everywhere I went, I pushed my hands through hard or
dense or sandy soil and was always disappointed.

*

Before I left for college, I tried to trick a young man
into making love to me on the yard. I wanted him to push
me into it. I think I wanted him to bury me there. I snuck
out one evening in August and hopped in his convertible,
which I had been doing nearly every night that summer,
and said I know where we should go. I told him how to
get there but not the destination. It took 45 minutes, but
the whole ride he stayed quiet and read my excitement
and knew I would reward him. I yelled for him to stop
as we pulled up to my grandmother’s house. Before he
could ask where we were, I was heaving my body over
the rock wall. I dropped into the yard and skipped out
of my shoes and ran right to the center. I spun around.
The rays of rocks and pebbles seemed to emit from my
feet like the crude rays of sunlight in a child’s drawing. I
said loamy aloud, squishing my toes into the dirt. I sighed

the word again and felt still and settled, sinking into the
earth in a way that was almost unbearably familiar. I
felt a resonance blooming, a persistent pulsing echo of
the earth’s own internal voice, the voice of all that I had
buried, my voice. The boy whispered my name as he
snuck into the yard, and it echoed back to me, as if the
ground were speaking. I realized then that the ground
had never known my name. I whispered my own name
back to him and again the ground responded. I kept
saying it louder and louder, full as I was with delight and
the wonder of dusk, the sun already set behind the tree
line, and the ground, that dark soil that had swallowed
whole all I had ever given it, again and again whispered
back my own precious name.
“What are you doing! Where are we?” the boy
asked, suddenly nervous. He approached like I was an
animal, unruly and unpredictable. Compared to the soil’s
screaming, his voice was quiet. He sounded far away.
I kissed him and dragged him to the ground, and
already I could feel the soil spreading along my arms
and back. I knew I would have dirt stuck to my hair and
that my shirt would be stained. I knew I would take the
ground with me when we left.
“Where are we?” he asked again.
“We are here,” I said, because it was true. “It’s my
grandmother’s house,” I said, because I thought it would
comfort him.
He kissed me again. He settled me into the earth,
grabbing my hips and pushing me in deeper. I was giddy
with the rightness, with getting just what I wanted. I
gathered the dirt beneath us between my fingers. He
pulled away for a moment and I took both handfuls of
soil and smushed them into his face and hair, laughing.
If he had been skittish before, he was afraid of me
now. He made moves to leave, but I pleaded with him
to stay and when he tried to pull me up and away, the
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ground clung to me. I literally dug my feet in. The friable
soil broke up between my toes and I felt so deeply, so
wonderfully rooted. I refused to go, plying him with
promises, but he left me there, releasing my hands and
scrambling up the wall. I heard his engine start and knew
I would never sneak out to his car again, never see the
stars swing by through that open roof. I curled up on the
dirt, moving toward sleep, knowing I’d rather have this
soil than many millions of stars. At sunrise I called my
parents from the phone in my grandmother’s kitchen,
asking them to pick me up. I answered their concerned
questions mostly with lies and cried a lot, picking at the
dirt lingering under my nails.

*

The yard looks just how I remember. My father sold
the house years ago to an unmarried woman and her
son, but she hasn’t changed the yard at all: the old rocks
still in place, the soil still so dark it swallows the sun.
She says she isn’t much of a gardener. I was worried
that she might have dug up the yard, excavated it, and
would have questions. That thought—that I might have
to explain myself after all this time, or decide to betray
something of my foundation, in every sense, and lie—
almost kept me from walking up to the oak door and
asking to see the backyard. But I knew I had to see it,
that In had to bury one last thing. Pulling up, I knew that
just behind this stout green house was that yard and all
its history. I felt its energy like pulses of electricity or the
rolling call of an echo.
I am surprised the woman let me back here. I think I
made her nervous, coming to her door clutching a plastic
bag full of dirt, asking if I could climb the rock wall into
her yard; saying that I knew the way, would only be a
few minutes. I saw she was about to refuse, so I put
her hands in mine and said please. To show her I was in
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earnest, I pulled out all the money I had on me, unbidden.
87 dollars. Please. She asked Why? All I could say was
that years ago I had buried something precious in that
yard. I couldn’t say that the yard itself was precious. I
couldn’t explain the feel of the earth, its sweet damp
smell like rotting and blooming. I didn’t know how to
tell her that the land had memory, that it was memory,
that although I was standing there in front of her, it was
me buried there in pieces and parts, like shards of my
grandmother’s china plate.
Pushing my hands into it now, again, finally,
the ground is so soft I think I might cry. I find myself
whispering Loamy, and its echo calls back in a voice so
vast, so familiar, it smothers me.
I dig open a little well at the center of the yard. I take
the dirt I brought from the plastic bag and start to bury
it. It comes from a cemetery many miles away, where my
grandmother lays buried in some other soil where the
ground is hard. I had knelt down in my freshly ironed
black clothes to grab a piece of the dirt, which came off
in one solid crag, grass roots sticking out like nerves.
Now, holding each sample of soil in my hands—one from
the cemetery and one from the ground beneath me—it
seems impossible that these could both be called earth,
are both part of one world’s epidermis. I squeeze the
familiar soil of the yard and it runs past my palms. My
muscles remember distantly the ritual of digging and
burying, the piling and patting down of soil. The ground
remembers how to yield to me.
As I move soil aside, I come across those forgotten
catacombs: buried objects rendered barely recognizable,
ragged with dirt and partially decomposed, utterly
transformed; things I don’t remember burying at all.
They call out to indistinct memories of sweat on my neck,
and I think of the girl I once was, the girl who carved
the earth. The ground remembers everything, all her

history and the movement of her hands, but here I can’t
remember the lilt of her laugh or her breathless digging
or all the things she buried. The absence of memory
sinks through me. My young self seems as far away as
an echo’s final call, just before it vanishes. Listening, I
won’t know which is truly the last until nothing returns
but silence.
I realize now why my grandmother stopped
gardening, why she stayed behind the sliding glass door.
She was afraid of this earth, of all that this airy soil could
hold, preserved like prehistoric wings in amber; this
ground with awesome majesty, might and memory so
great that I am startled by it. I wonder how I ever felt at
home here, in this soil, like I could be one with the earth
or give it anything it did not already have.
Before I leave, I take some of this right dirt and sluice
my hands in it. I cup it in my palms like clear water. I
drink it in. It clumps wetly together in my mouth even as

it frays apart and dissolves. It tastes like Loamy feels to
say. Open and round, full as it fills me.
I turn toward the house and see the woman, this
garden’s new guardian, standing at the glass door, and
I can’t help but think of my grandmother. Too many
memories. I wonder what the woman imagines I’ve
buried here, but I suppose it doesn’t matter. Maybe she
thinks it’s a pet or a lost child or something sinister, like
a gun. But maybe she knows everything, my strange
secret treasures, the buried simulacrums of my body.
Maybe she too senses the shimmering resonance of my
sacrifices. Maybe she sees them growing like my father
did, a mirage of tomato plants and winter gourds and
whatever else grows from a seeded past. Maybe she
feels them in the ground or hears them like an echo;
memory sprouting like vines from the soles of her feet.
From the other side, beyond the glass door, I wonder if
she can see me.
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WE ARE OVERCOME WITH SILENCE

Andrea Michalowsky

We follow not the sounds
but the disappearance
of sounds
—a warehouse
motor, slough of water, tires
slick with rain—
& our soles
creak under their leather shoes, as
a cyclist ticks by, as the runners
out in their own mornings
slap the pavement coming
& going—
the river spills
soundless beneath this bridge, beneath
its slip-steel rumble of cars &
the dogs on the esplanade
make no sound & the couple
taking selfies & the girls & the homeless
men huddled against the rain
make no sound that reaches
us, here, walking
with our weak & small-boned
ears. Can you hear: rustle
behind birdsong; behind jackhammer,
geese clipping grass—

back beneath
our first bridge, the echo
of humans who pass
industrially overhead, the racket
of our synthetic jackets as
we dig our hands deeper for warmth.
From this low down, the water
—dead silent above—sounds steady
as our own pulsing blood.
There,
we return ourselves to words, laughing,
as if we could explain
the crinkling of gravel or the rush
a speedboat leaves. We
get coffee, together, & talk
where the streetcar is silent
& the rainfall is silent &
the rage of the speakers hung
from the scaffolding is silent &
we do not need our names, only
each other, until
we disperse as the sounds
—pigeons, car doors, scuffed feet—
none of us can keep.
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Lola Pederson, Pool Party, 2020

SNOW, ASHES
Adam Benamram

Paralyzed, a girl watches her father on fire in the
forest. He runs through the trees, flailing his arms,
attempting animally to escape his blazing tormentor.
He looks overwhelmingly like a part of the forest, his
limbs extending outward like branches, and from
them the orange leaves dance in the wind, flickering
into nothingness. He gives up and falls to his knees,
seeming to recognize the snow beneath him and
rolling through it desperately.
A dog the girl’s neighbor once owned rolled
in such a manner. It was the kind of dog which
always sniffed at her outstretched hand before
nuzzling close and bowing in playfulness, hopeful
as dogs tend to be; the same dog which cheerfully
approached the boy—now likely young man—from
down the road who was gifted a pellet gun for his
fourteenth birthday. It sniffed the muzzle of his gun
as he lifted it to meet the dog’s face and when it fell
its eyes were still but the twitching of its legs were
like that of a spider’s or a grasshopper’s which has
been killed but is too dumb to realize.
Her father rolls and rolls but the fire refuses to
go out, burning horribly, and as terrible as it is, the
girl cannot remove her eyes from his slowing form,
from the body of a man who once had been so full

and lively and now kicks like a spider that can’t
know that a life on fire is not one worth living. She
watches him die and she cannot look away.
The mass of people behind her hasn’t stopped
moving, the men who set him on fire have not even
stayed to watch. She turns slowly and rejoins the
long, unending march where no one has the strength
to feel sorry for her, another sudden orphan. With
his death, the girl becomes a girl who is unloved.
It is five years before they will change her name
to Johanna. It’s seven before she’ll be able to write
a letter in English to the British family who housed
her for five months. In total she lives twenty-seven
years. She doesn’t forget her father.

*

When she is nineteen, a young woman, she
moves to the Lower East Side of Manhattan, into a
two-bedroom apartment she shares with five other
girls. She’s glad that she can’t live alone. She takes
one of the girls’ advice and applies to any and every
job that will hire her. She’s fired as a stenographer
for typing too slow and as a cashier at a small
grocer’s for her accent. She ends up sewing pockets
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onto men’s slacks in a downtown workroom where
she’s commended for her quick work and clean
lines. When she returns home she often pulls pieces
of loose thread from her hair and from her clothes.
She runs errands with the other girls. They
buy cleaning supplies and vegetables, bread and
sometimes pastries for special occasions; together
they can even afford meat on holidays. Before the
New Year she walks to the butcher’s alone, the girl
meant to go with her having fallen ill that morning.
The walk is surprisingly pleasant in the cool earlyfall air. The butcher smiles at her as she walks in,
asks how he can help her. She needs a brisket. He
says he has the best flat cuts in all of New York and
she laughs, asking How could he know? He’s tried
them all himself to be sure, otherwise would he not
be a false advertiser? He smiles at her again as he
walks into a backroom. His humor—really the way
he seems so at ease—is disarming.
She’s the only person in the shop. She looks at the
different cuts of meat on display in the refrigerator.
They glisten under the halogen bulbs and imply
luxury. How much meat does a butcher eat? The
walls of the shop are covered in posters advertising
beef and lamb suppliers, some showing the borders
that distinguish the cuts from one another in white
dotted lines and the ceiling is higher than one might
expect when observing from the outside. The
butcher walks back in with a parcel in waxed paper
and throws it on the scale. She still hasn’t told him
how much meat she needs.
There’s a discount for fine young ladies, he
informs her. She’d best leave her friends at home
then in future, she says, or they’d run him out of
business. They laugh and he tells her the price which
she says is far too low but he won’t hear anything
of it. She pays him and predicts she’ll need to come
back next week in preparation for the pre-fast meal.
He’ll be there, he promises.
The next week he asks her if he can take her out,
to a movie or something, and she says she thought
a butcher might take a fine lady like herself out to
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a cow farm but she supposes a movie will do. They
continue to see each other for a year and a half
and then they get married. His mother who lives in
Brighton Beach doesn’t like her but they get along
passably well. His name is Aleksander and she loves
him until the day she dies.

*

Things go well for the couple. The young woman
quits her job sewing pockets to keep house and she
no longer lives with the five other girls. His mother
seems to like her a little more, though she would
never say it. After two years of marriage—and four
months of trying—she is pregnant. They refrain
from intimacy during this time so as not to disturb
the child’s growth and the baby, a boy, is born two
weeks early, cutting short her visit to the grocer.
She loves the baby almost immediately, his dark
eyes always following her proof that he knows they
are connected in some ineffable way. She loves the
baby and she loves her husband and she is again
loved after a pause that was once not notable to her
but now seems like it would be torture to return to.
She walks the baby down the street in a carriage
in the early spring and, as a breeze brings the smell
of a wood fire and cooking meat to her nose, she
smells the feeling of her childhood. She tries to
explain it to her husband when she returns home but
the idea that was so instantly clear is also instantly
fleeting. In that moment, though, she realizes that
she is happy with her husband and her baby, with
the friends she sees on Saturday when they go to
pray and during the week when they shop together
or walk their babies about, the extended family that
has accepted her as a part of their ever-changing
whole. She is content, and yet in the back of her
mind she is always afraid.
Sometimes she awakens in the middle of the
night, dreaming that her husband is being torn apart
by wolves while she can only stand by and watch.
The dream always begins pleasantly enough; they
walk the baby through the streets of Manhattan

when they come upon a dog across the street from
his butcher’s shop, in front of the police station. He
reaches down to pet the dog and in an instant its
teeth have sunk deep into his hand. The baby and
its carriage are gone and she is frozen still as dogs
pour out of the police station through the doors and
windows, jumping from the roof and transforming
into monstrous wolves on the way down. She
almost always wakes up before the dream ends
but on certain occasions the wolves finish and she
is allowed to push through them to see that her
husband has been reduced to a pile of ashes that is
quickly blown away by the breeze. She develops a
great fear of dogs.
She takes care of her husband and he takes
care of her and together they care for the baby. She
washes the baby in the sink under the warm water,
but one day she finds that he is getting too big. She
brings him to the bathtub and allows the water to
fill up around him, though it quickly becomes clear
that if she does not hold him up he will eventually
tip over and fall beneath the surface. She supports
him behind his neck while she gently pours the
water over him. She washes his body and scrubs his
face. She puts a lavender-scented oil in his hair and
washes it out, teasing it up into a tall spike before
crushing it beneath her palm. The baby likes being
bathed.
Would he remember her if she disappeared?
He knows her well, as he does her husband and her
mother-in-law, but really, given enough time, could
he not love others as his family? She remembers
an orphanage populated by Anyas and Chavas
and Devorahs, younger than she, who could not
remember a family and were quick to turn on
those who could. It was wise not to mention who
you thought you were before you were an orphan
because not only were you likely wrong according
to those without memories to share, but you could
incite malice merely by having a before, by having a
history. Suffering, it seemed, had a wide reach and
yet was not equal in its torment.

She looks into the baby’s eyes. He meets her gaze
and smiles. Will he have a happy life? Will he have
a safe life? Will he have a life that’s worth living
and, for that matter, is hers? She removes her hand
from the back of his head and he sits with his head
above the water for a moment before he shifts, and
his mouth and then his nose and his eyes descend
below the surface. His body doesn’t react instantly
to this wholly knew sensation of submersion until
he tries to take a breath, air escaping his mouth, and
his eyes widen, he thrashes violently, sending water
over the edge of the tub and onto her skirt while he
tries to scream, but he finds everything muffled—
his movements through the water, his voice, his
hearing, his sight—and where is the hand that
holds him when he feels pain or hunger or anger or
happiness?
She watches almost peacefully before she
returns to herself, as if from a trance. She drags
him from beneath the water and repeatedly strikes
his back with an open hand to force the fluid from
his lungs. He coughs several times between tears,
water spattering from his mouth onto her blouse.
By the time she is convinced that he is alright, they
are both drenched and shivering. What was she
thinking? What has she done to him? She holds
him to her breast and they cry together, he heaving
short, shallow sobs, she greater, shaking ones that
run through both of their bodies. She will not tell her
husband, anyone actually, of the incident.
The baby’s name is Yevgeny, after her father.		
				

*

The baby grows into a toddler and on Sundays
the young woman takes him to the park. One
Sunday after an intense storm cuts power to half
the block, a young girl approaches her and the
baby and asks, Why if your eyes are blue then are
his eyes brown? She is taken aback briefly—it has
never really bothered that his eyes don’t resemble
hers. Well, she says to the girl, his father has brown
eyes and babies get brown eyes over blue eyes. Oh.
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Alright. The girl laughs and waltzes away, satisfied.
The young woman walks around the swing in
front of Yevgeny and looks into his eyes. They dart
about and she cannot get them to remain on hers.
She manages to catch his gaze for a moment and
his eyes widen, his face expanding into a smile. She
knows that he loves her and she loves to see it in the
way his cheeks crease and his eyes squint until the
tops of his irises disappear under his eyelids. She
wishes briefly that the color of his eyes matched
hers but, no, he is a beautiful boy. He is a happy boy
and he looks like her just as much as he is meant to.

*

Yevgeny grows to be six years old and he is
enrolled in kindergarten. His mother very suddenly
has time to herself which she at first fills by cleaning
the entire apartment, removing the books from the
shelves, dusting, rearranging; she hangs a glass
hand with a blue eye beside the front door, a parting
gift from one of the girls she once lived with; she
sweeps and mops and after two weeks she has done
all she can do to beautify the house.
She takes to reading the newspaper but she is
not very good at it and it bothers her so she learns
how to knit. She knits her son a sweater for the
coming winter and her husband a hat, both in a deep
maroon yarn that she hopes will not irritate the skin
too much. She knits socks for her mother-in-law
which are accepted graciously and never worn, and
she knits mittens for her friends.
She eventually tires of knitting and settles
finally on daily walks. She walks up the East River,
past parks with children playing, over small bridges
and beside the dense public housing. Boats drift by,
stirring the gray-brown water, lifting its dirty ocean
smell to her nose. Soon she’ll come to the East River
to cleanse herself of her sins, dropping them in little
pieces of bread to the waiting ducks below. Every
year she wonders whether bread laden with sin
tastes different.
On Saturdays in the afternoon her husband and
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son join her. She suspects they must look to others
like a very happy family which, when she considers
them, they truly are. They continue their weekend
walks well into the fall, past the time when the
winds become biting and the occasional spray of
water is no longer refreshing but alarming.
Her husband catches cold and she tends to him
for a week as he recovers. She writes a small sign
on butcher paper, advising his customers that he
will return the coming Monday. She moves most
of the meat to the freezer, taking home or giving to
her friends what she suspects won’t be salvageable
when he makes it back. On his worst night, when
he is feverish and short of breath, she decides she
needs to venture out to the pharmacist to retrieve
some sort of medical treatment. She has made him
rest for four days, feeding him soups and preparing
expensive teas, but his decline has continued.
She’s lucky—she arrives as the pharmacist is
closing his shop for the night and he gives her Quinine
to alleviate at least the coughing. He recommends
that she drape a damp towel over his forehead for
the fever which, although she doesn’t mention it,
she is of course already doing. She bundles herself
up against the cold again and heads back into the
night, hurrying home. She walks back along East
12th street towards the river, lost in worry for her
husband when she realizes she is being followed. A
man—tall, blond, dressed in dark clothing, she can
see from the corner of her eye when she turns as
though to look for cars as she crosses the street—
follows her even as she turns unnecessarily down
side streets. She walks as quickly as she can without
looking rushed.
He calls out to her. Hey. Her back tenses; her entire
body stiffens but she continues at the same pace.
He calls out to her again, He can see her bracelet.
She glances at the charms on her wrist. She’s pretty
for a Jew, he tells her. She pretends she can’t hear
him. She doesn’t know what else to do. She pretends
she can’t hear him and she prays that someone will
come and stop him or save her or she’ll come upon

a group of people out for a drink whom she can
quickly befriend or beg to protect her. In the pocket
of her jacket she balls her hand into a fist, then, after
more thought, searches for the key to her front door
and holds it like a knife. She feels ridiculous. The
situation is ludicrous! She should be walking home
and nothing more. She should be focusing on the
health of her husband but she is instead focusing on
the metal in her palm and the presence at her back
calling her Jewess and worse and staying always at
the same distance. He could run up at any time and
grab her.
Why doesn’t he stop her? What does he want?
After five minutes she makes it to her street. At
the stairs to her small lobby she takes one last step
forward, miming a continued trajectory forward,
then she twists left and leaps up the stairs, jams
the key into the lock, and flings the door open. She
shuts the door behind her and locks it, throwing
her body against it to prevent any attempt the man
might make to follow her. Through the peephole she
watches as he saunters up the steps. He holds in his
left hand a dark blue cap and a glinting badge peeks
at her from beneath his coat. He knocks three times,
loudly. You can’t hide from me! She turns away from
the peephole and sits down, her sweaty back still
against the door.
The man remains another minute or two. He
raps his knuckles against the door, rattles the lock,
calls to her through the keyhole. She can hear a
dog barking somewhere down the street. Finally he
leaves. She listens to his shoes hit the concrete steps
as he makes his way down and lifts herself to watch
as he ambles away from her house, stopping only to
upend a trash can at the corner. She looks down and
realizes she is still clutching her keys.
She turns around and makes her way upstairs to
her apartment, her heart still pounding and her legs
suddenly weak, her fingers trembling. She opens the
door slowly. The boy is still sleeping in his room. She
removes her boots and her jacket, draping it over a
chair rather than hanging it in the closet, and checks

on her husband. His fever has abated slightly and
she refreshes the damp towel. He has no idea what
she’s gone through. She kisses him on the cheek, her
cold, chapped lips catching on his damp, warm skin.
He truly has no idea.

*

For two years events proceed in an orderly
fashion. The woman prepares breakfast and takes
her son to school while her husband heads to work.
She takes her walks in the park, runs errands, cooks
dinner. Her mother-in-law mentions every few
weeks that they should have more children but her
husband reiterates that they are perfectly content
with the one beautiful boy they have. He’s made the
same suggestion to her before, but she doesn’t want
to have more children. Why not? he asks. It wouldn’t
be right. No, she can’t explain, she simply does not
want to have more children. He is frustrated but he
recognizes when she’s put her mind to something.
When they make love they use a latex condom which
she scrutinizes endlessly for any imperfections
before allowing him to put it on.
Yevgeny shows promise in mathematics and
is permitted to skip the third grade. His principal,
Mr. Erickson, assures them that if he continues on
the same trajectory there should be no obstacle to
his procuring a scholarship to a private junior high
school. He dreams, the boy tells them at the dinner
table, of being a famous mathematics professor. He
wants to be famous in the way Einstein is famous.
He takes to teasing his curls out at night before his
bath, creating a frizzy, brown mane.
The woman is not there to pick him up from
school one afternoon in the early spring. He waits
with a teacher who eventually decides he must walk
the boy home, as all efforts to reach his mother have
proven futile. They walk to the boy’s home together,
holding hands as they cross the busy avenues, and
reach his front door. It is locked and no one answers
even as the teacher beats the door with an open
palm. Just as he considers bringing the boy home
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to spend the night with him and his wife, or maybe
to the police station, his father arrives. It is already
becoming dark.
The father, having thanked the teacher profusely,
leads the boy into the building and upstairs. He
opens the door to the apartment and calls for his
wife. Johanna? There is no response. He employs
another name. Yoni? The lights in their small living
room are on but there is no movement in the house.
The air is static and cold; a window in the kitchen is
open. The father tells his son to begin his homework
in his room and he goes along obediently. He checks
his own bedroom but she is not there. He calls his
mother. No, she has not heard from his wife. He calls
one after another of her friends but Last they saw
her was Saturday.
He finally phones the police and gives a
description of his wife, what she was wearing that
day, where she might have gone. They promise to
be on the lookout and that they’ll call if any other
steps should need to be taken. It’s seven thirty in the
evening now and he hasn’t stopped pacing in front
of the phone. It dawns on him that he will have to
produce some form of dinner for himself and his
son. Perhaps sandwiches. Where the fuck is his
wife. He removes the bread from the breadbox and
leans against the counter. He feels like crying. He
doesn’t want his son to hear him cry. He is worried
for when he asks where his mami is.
He leaves the bread on the counter and heads
for the bathroom, he needs to wash his face and
perhaps fix his hair; he feels disheveled. He opens
the door to his wife in the bathtub. He stares at her
pale face, framed by the white porcelain dropping off
into motionless red water, the color of pomegranate
seeds.
The light is off. The water is cold. Her body is
cold.
He does not move her. He walks in, closes the
door, locks it. He turns on the light and sits beside
the bathtub and then he sobs silently, looking
intermittently at the place where the tub meets the
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floor. His lungs fill and empty noiselessly, his pulse
beats in his ears and his chest tightens. It’s almost
as if he’s drowning. Tears flowing, he studies the
cracked grout, sticks his fingernail in to remove the
mold that has accumulated despite thousands of
washes and wipes and mops that still could never
remove all the spores or could never poison them
enough. He scrapes it out from beneath his nails
onto the tiles. He wipes his eyes on his arm and then
he finishes crying. He stands up and washes his
hands, drying them on the freshly-laundered towel
beside him. He walks back over to his wife and holds
her face with one hand. It’s hard to look at her from
so close. He closes his eyes and kisses her once on
the cheek.
He unlocks the bathroom door and returns to the
phone. He tells the police he has found her. He asks
what he should do. He doesn’t listen to the response.
He calls his mother. She will get on the next train to
Manhattan. He returns to the bread and makes his
son a sandwich which he brings to his room. He sits
and looks over the work his son’s completed so far.
He doesn’t really look it over. He doesn’t care.

*

Yevgeny does not become a famous
mathematician. He gains scholarship to a prestigious
private junior high school but is at last expelled after
myriad arguments with his teachers and fights
with other students. He works with his father and
becomes a butcher, marrying three times over the
course of his seventy-two years. His father never
remarries. The woman’s mother-in-law moves into
their apartment in Lower Manhattan when she
becomes too old to care for herself and Yevgeny
takes off work to care for her when she begins to
die. He himself has two children, a girl and a boy,
who never see him cry. Indeed he only cries once
in his adult life, when his father dies. His daughter,
conceived in his first marriage, he names Yonah. His
son comes from his second marriage and they name
him Ronny after his wife’s mother, Ruuta.

His daughter dies of meningitis at fifteen. Ronny
becomes a family physician and is able to find him
adequate care in his old age. Yevgeny considers
himself a successful beneficiary of the American
Dream and he dies content, but not happy. He is
buried beside his mother, father, and third wife.
Ronny will die in twenty years and be cremated. He
will not want a burial.
Yevgeny’s grandchildren whom he saw
occasionally as they grew up will not know to fear
fire. They make fires in the woods when they go
camping, huddling under sleeping bags as the wind
beats at their tent and snow pounds the ground. In a
deserted wood they collect sticks as their father tells
them about his father, Yevgeny, whom he knew to
be stoic and resilient. The wood is covered in snow
and a log slips from the little girl’s arms, rolling a
short distance before it comes to a stop. She picks it
back up and brings it over to where her siblings are
sitting with her father. She’s scared of the darkness
of the woods, especially alone, but they contain
intrigue for her too. She doesn’t know what’s out
there. She throws her log on the pile.
Together they build a bonfire, pour lighter fluid
on it, and watch as tiny sparks float into the sky and
glow a soft red before extinguishing. They wonder
if their ancestors enjoyed building fires the way
they do. They will never know.
Annual VSR / VR Contest Winner
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
As we entered the archives this fall, we paged through
old issues of the Vassar Review searching for joy, for “fruit
without sadness.” We pulled issues from the 20’s and the
70’s, expecting to find the remnants of eras characterized
by roaring celebration, raucous play, and uncomplicated
delight. This was a pursuit that quickly proved more
challenging: almost every volume that we dissected
was tinged with melancholy and angst. Nonetheless, the
pieces we gravitated towards were more focused on the
personal, bound to the body and the natural world. What
we emerged with was full of sense and splendor, though
admittedly, it wasn’t of the painless variety.
Published in the Winter 1979 issue, “Munich
Descending to Firenze” captures the sensual grief
of heartbreak, depicting the phantom sensations of
embodied love and loss. Ric Redlon begins: “I rubbed
your handwriting / because it reminds me of / your
hands” continuing, “And I turned back the corner / of
the stamp / to lick where you had… / thinking of your
thick / tongue.” The narrator imagines himself beside his
beloved, in a train compartment traveling from Munich
to Florence. He admits, “[I’m] hoping you will have a
horrible time, / so that you return / to the States in
November.” He is “Praying you don’t meet / another boy…
/ on the Via Calimala.” Had this sorry narrator expressed
his true feelings before the pair had separated, perhaps
these emotions wouldn’t have festered into the negative
sensuality of jealousy.
He wonders aloud, “What if we had met? / An
American in search / of love and his youth, / and a boy
who doesn’t notice wrinkles around mens’ eyes / and their
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carefully arranged / remaining hairs. Would you have /
kept me / on the Oltr’arno / in an apartment / five floors
up / from an unsafe street? / We could have held hands
in this city. / Because American streets aren’t conducive
/ to public displays of affection… / by two men.”
The traveler’s unique position as a stranger creates
a freedom unlocked by his foreign condition. Thus, the
imagined Italian streets of the narrator’s fantasy function
as a space beyond the confines of his American reality,
as a place where perhaps his shame, regret, and selfreproach can be transcended. It is only with temporal
and physical distance that he is able to share honestly,
heartbreakingly: “I tried to degrade you / so as not to
cling. / I am ashamed / that I never just hugged / you
/ and told you that you are / wonderful / like all your
friends do.”
Our second selection, while not as aching, remains
imbued with this almost fantastical connection between
land and love. Though written and published in 1963,
“We Walked Beside the Lake” by Nancy Tousley feels as
though it could have been written by a current student,
seated at Sunset Lake in between classes. The poem
conjures a pair, walking beside the water, surrounded by
nature that is too vibrant, too splendid, to fade into the
background. The “apples [are] lined up like brides” and
“extravagant flowering orange and / crab confections”
watch the couple, “expectant” as they circle, “mirrored /
repeated in the merging of two universes / circles within
circles widening.”
This personification of the natural beauty merges
the physical landscape with its emotional texture; the

environment becomes an active participant in the “lover’s
tryst on the face of the water.” The poem continues,
“widening in a waterfall of petals.” The repetition of
widening invokes a feeling of expansiveness: of the
lake, of the natural world, of the love between the pair.
“We Walked Beside the Lake” seems to take place in
spring, when the wild beauty is annually rediscovered:
“What madness it seems / to cast straws unto the
twilight / and see / the red bird black against the sky.”
The sun setting, the simplicity of casting straws unto
the twilight, the red bird’s vibrancy fading to a black
silhouette, all is madness, magic. The splendor of the
scene is once again invoked in the protagonists’ “wishes
of straw,” imbuing the scene with natural mysticism
and beauty.
In Fern Sanford’s untitled poem, she invokes the
imagery of broken milkweed pods to capture the
ephemerality of love and memory. She writes, “The
milkweed pods we picked / broke on the carpet last
night / I managed to collect them with sneezes / they
flew and floated / without an open window / or a
stirring breeze unless my own sighs / could stir up such
a huff.” The ethereal beauty of these pods is only visible
after they’ve broken—they are at their most splendid
when they are at their most delicate. They glide gently
through a windless room, sensitive even to the soft
breath of a sigh, quietly and innocently abandoning the
narrator just as the nameless “you” does. She asks, “can
you remember it—my moody face? Half gnarled with
sour grapes / over losing the milkweeds, and you.”
Thus, Sanford reveals the sorry majesty of

breakage, just as Ric Redlon does through his portrayal
of a sensuous heartbreak, and as Nancy Tousley
articulates in her descriptions of springtime, of colorful
days fading into a darkened night. As the stunning
glory of springtime begins to take hold of our campus,
we greet the “waterfall[s] of petals” knowing that we
will have to learn to say goodbye. These writers invite
us to seek beauty within this impermanence, to revel in
the magic of instability and view loss as love’s imprint
rather than its cost.
Ava Boal, Stella Belt, Ronald Patkus
Archives Editors
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ARTS
CL AIRE ASHLEY

ALYA HAT TA

Close Encounters: Adam’s Madame, 2018
Spray paint on pvc coated ripstop nylon
40 × 35 × 25 ft. (12.2 × 10.7 × 7.6 m)

It Was All Jello, 2021
Oil on canvas
82.7 × 64.9 in. (210 × 165 cm)

JOHN A. BENIGNO

Sleaze Cake, 2021
Inflatable, oil, acrylic, oil pastel, acrylic sheet, clay and
wooden palette
Dimensions variable

Woodlands XXVII, 2021
Archival pigment print
20 × 16 in. (50.8 × 40.6 cm)
Woodlands XXIX, 2021
Archival pigment print
20 × 16 in. (50.8 × 40.6 cm)
OHAN BREIDING

HONGYU LUO
Go- () Stairs, 2020
Video stills
Dimensions variable

Swimmer (Dean), 2020
Digital C-print
20 × 30 in. (50.8 × 76.2 cm)

Testimony of Melting, 2021
Video stills
Dimensions variable

L AUREN FL AAEN

MARIET TE MOOR

Dar a Luz, 2021
Oil on stuffed canvas
60 × 36 × 20 in. (152.4 × 91.4 × 50.8 cm)

Leftovers (2), 2021
Analogue photograph of paper sculpture
5.9 × 3.9 in. (15 × 10 cm)
Leftovers (5), 2021
Analogue photograph of paper sculpture
5.9 × 3.9 in. (15 × 10 cm)
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HANNAH MOULDS

RUTH POOR

The Unnameables, 2018
Faux fur polyester stuffing
Dimensions variable

Weeds (Jesus Saves), 2020
Oil, ink, hand embroidery, acrylic medium transfer, fabric on
panel
24 × 18 × 2.25 in. (61 × 45.7 × 5.7 cm)

KATE OVASKA
Phosphene, 2022
Cyanotype
8 × 10 in. (20.3 × 25.4 cm)
LOL A PEDERSON
Cell Cluster, 2018
Cotton and linen embroidery
11.8 × 11.8 in. (30 × 30 cm)

ALICIA TORRES SIMÓN
Liquid Light, 2022
Polyester resin
6.7 × 8.7 in. (17 × 22 cm) and 3.1 × 9 in. (8 × 23 cm)
YISHU WANG
Loci Collapse, 2021
Digital painting
Dimensions variable

Physalia-Physalis, 2021
Cotton and linen embroidery
11.8 × 11.8 in. (30 × 30 cm)
Pool Party, 2020
Cotton, ceramic and linen embroidery
9.8 × 9.8 in. (25 × 25 cm)
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CONTRIBUTORS
CL AIRE ASHLEY
Claire Ashley’s work seeks to explore the possibilities
for painting. She wants to push against its immense
history, to use its essential power (color, surface, mark,
image) to infiltrate other media/material to create
hybrids, to procreate without reserve, and in some
mangled Darwinian way continue to exist forcefully in
the universe, even if its existence is more like something
out of an absurdist play like Ionesco’s ‘The Rhinoceros’.
Ashley works with inflatable sculpture as the surface for
painting to live and breathe, becoming a tattooed skin of
sorts on a kind of hybrid body. These sculptural paintings
also become performance costumes and once kinetic,
lumber through the landscape on twelve sets of legs.
Ashley finds the inflatable form compelling, as it exists
in two states–both as flaccid skin and taught volume–
metaphors for our bodily processes: inhaling/exhaling;
taught/wrinkled skin; flaccid/erect organs etc..
ADAM BENAMRAM
Adam Benamram is an English major from New York
City. He also writes and produces music under the artist
name Adahm, and he is planning to study medicine. This
is his first publication in a literary journal.
JOHN A. BENIGNO
John A. Benigno’s work has been collected by the
Berman, Woodmere, Lancaster, and Noyes Museums,
the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, the Harry Ransom Center,
University of Texas at Austin, and the State Museum of
Pennsylvania. It has been published in Camera Arts and
the Antietam Review. His Adobe Church Project was the
subject of a solo exhibit in the Patricia M. Nugent Gallery
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at Rosemont College, and was recently awarded a grant
from the Luminous Endowment for Photographers. His
photographs have been accepted into juried exhibits
at the Berman and Woodmere Museums, Villanova
University, and the Art Association of Harrisburg, to
name a few. And, Chappy Cabanas and Edgartown Light
was on loan to the American Embassy in Kuwait, as part
of the State Department’s Art in Embassies program.
OHAN BREIDING
Ohan Breiding works with photography and video to
archive queer narratives and underrepresented voices.
Through an interdisciplinary approach and varying forms
of collaboration, they depict the importance of friendship,
kinship and emotion via autobiography, historical events,
storytelling, and the landscape as witness. Breiding’s
methodology stems from personal experiences as a
queer and non-binary individual who was raised in a
small village in the Swiss Alps by reformative nuns;
their upbringing being rather untraditional and secluded,
yet always strongly connected to the arts, nature,
and spirituality. Breiding received their MFA from
the California Institute of the Arts and their BA from
Scripps College. They have exhibited widely throughout
the US, Europe, and the Middle East and have received
numerous awards including the DAAD and Rema
Hort Mann Emerging Artist Award. Breiding has been
teaching photography and theory at various institutions
including the San Francisco Art Institute, California
Institute of the Arts, the New York Film Academy and
Scripps College over the last years. Since 2019 they have
been an Assistant Professor in the Art and Art History
Department at Williams College.

DAVID M. BRUNSON

MAT THEW DI PAOLI

David M. Brunson’s poems and translations have
appeared in or are forthcoming from Mānoa: A Pacific
Journal of International Writing, Booth, On the Seawall,
The Bitter Oleander, Nashville Review, Asymptote, Copper
Nickel, Washington Square Review, The Literary Review, the
anthology Temporary Archives: Poems by Women of Latin
America, and elsewhere. He is the editor and translator of
A Scar Where Goodbyes Are Written: The Poetry of Venezuelan
Migrants in Chile, forthcoming from LSU Press.

Matthew Di Paoli has been nominated for the Pushcart
Prize three times including 2020. He has won the
Wilbur & Niso Smith Adventure Writing Prize, the Prism
Review, 2 Elizabeth’s, and Momaya Review Short Story
Contests. Matthew earned his MFA in Fiction at Columbia
University. He has been published in Boulevard, Fjords,
Post Road, and Cleaver, among others. He is the author of
Killstanbul with El Balazo Press and teaches high school
English in New York City.

ROSE DEMARIS

L AUREN FL AAEN

Rose DeMaris is a Brooklyn-based poet, novelist,
essayist, and translator. Her fiction and nonfiction have
been published by Random House, The Millions, Big Sky
Journal, and elsewhere. Her poetry has appeared or is
forthcoming in Alaska Quarterly Review, The Los Angeles
Review, Image Journal, Big Sky Journal, The Fourth River,
Roanoke Review, Asymptote, Pine Row Press, Cold Row Press,
and elsewhere. A California native, she lived in Montana
for many years. DeMaris is currently finishing an MFA in
Poetry at Columbia University.

Lauren Flaaen is currently studying Painting and
Drawing at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
in the Post-Baccalaureate program. She holds a BA
from the University of Washington. Flaaen has worked
as an art educator at Gilda’s Club of Chicago, Chicago
Opera Theater, CB Village, and Friends of Youth. She
is a Chicago-based artist who has exhibited at Roman
Susan Gallery, Art-in-Place with Terrain Exhibit and
CNL Projects, CAPX at SAIC, and SAIC Galleries. She
has also exhibited through online exhibits at Stay At
Home Gallery and Painting At Night with Artist/Mother
Podcast in Paris, TN, Woman Made Art Gallery, Chicago,
IL and Maternochronics.

JORDAN DILLEY
Jordan Dilley lives and writes in Washington. He has an
MA in literature from the University of Utah. His work has
appeared or is forthcoming in The Woven Tale, Blue Lake
Review, Cold Mountain Review, 45th Parallel, and JMWW.
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ALYA HAT TA

LISSA KIERNAN

Alya Hatta (b. 1999, Malaysia) is an interdisciplinary
artist based between London and Kuala Lumpur. She
graduated from her BA in Fine Art at Goldsmiths,
University of London before finding herself in the MA
Painting Course at Royal College of Art. She has exhibited
internationally in London, Kuala Lumpur, Tokyo, and
Tübingen, amongst others and is exhibiting her third solo
show in Milan in February 2022. Hatta is a member of
Floor Five Collective, who are currently part of a yearlong residency at Goldsmiths CCA.

Lissa Kiernan is the founder and executive director
of the Poetry Barn, a pollinator habitat for poetry and
its sister arts nestled in the foothills of Catskill Park in
New York’s Hudson Valley. Her first book of prose, Glass
Needles & Goose Quills (2017), won the Nautilus Award
for lyric prose. Her first book of poetry, Two Faint Lines
in the Violet (2014) was a finalist for the INDIEFAB Book
of the Year and Julie Suk Award for Best Poetry Book
by an Independent Press. She volunteers with Flying
Cat Music, and is an enthusiastic herder of a fluctuating
number of felines. Lissakiernan.com

SSU-FANG JESSIE
Ssu-Fang Jessie is a bilingual English and Chinese writer
who published an anthology of Chinese essays, Hide
and Seek, and a winner of the Lin Rong-San Short Story
Award in Taiwan. Currently, she is writing English short
stories about the feeling of loss when crossing national
boundaries. She has a PhD in East Asian Literature from
the University of California, Irvine, and she is teaching
literature and language at Hunter College in New York.
ANDREW JOSEPH KANE
Andrew Joseph Kane’s fiction has appeared or is
forthcoming in Arts & Letters, Chicago Review, CutBank,
Eckleburg, Failbetter, Greensboro Review, Grist, and Juked. He
holds an MFA from Warren Wilson.
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B. T YLER LEE
B. Tyler Lee is the author of one poetry collection, With
Our Lungs in Our Hands (Redbird Chapbooks, 2016), and
her essay “A large volume of small nonsenses” won the
2020 Talking Writing Contest. Her work has appeared or
is forthcoming in 32 Poems, Crab Orchard Review, Hayden’s
Ferry Review, Mom Egg Review, Whale Road Review, and
elsewhere. She teaches in the Midwest.
JOSH LEFKOWITZ
Josh Lefkowitz received an Avery Hopwood Award for
Poetry at the University of Michigan. His poems and
essays have been published in The New York Times, New
Poetry from the Midwest 2019, Washington Square Review,
Rattle, Painted Bride Quarterly, Electric Literature, and many
other places. He lives in New York City.

RACHEL LLOYD

MARIET TE MOOR

Rachel Lloyd is a two-time winner of the Sultan Short
Story Contest, and recipient of the Virginia Mason
Vaughan Prize. She has studied and taught in Boston,
Bath, and Shanghai. A late-to-the-literary-party dyslexic,
Lloyd is a voracious reader eager to make up for lost time.
Her favorite subjects include nature writing and Monster
Theory. She enjoys cooking, wearing warm socks, and
watching the sun halo the cobweb spun on her skylight.
Lloyd fervently believes that, as Mikhail Bakhtin said, “A
word is a bridge thrown between myself and another.” It
goes without saying she believes in building bridges.

Mariette Moor is a London-based artist studying for
a Masters at Goldsmiths University (2022). After
graduating from the Ruskin School of Art (2016), she
began exhibiting across the UK and abroad. Moor was
Artist-in-Residence at the I-Park Art Foundation in
Connecticut (2018) before becoming a member of the
Sedici Group (2020), a collective led by Danny Rolph. Her
work is now housed in the permanent collections at the
Sir William Dunn School and the Ashmolean Museum.

HONGYU LUO
Hongyu Luo is a recent graduate from MFA Fine Art,
Goldsmiths, University of London, who currently lives
and works in London. Luo’s art practice focuses on
the investigations of paradoxical personal perception,
materiality, and daily details that are often overlooked,
re-examining the tension between the body and the
surrounding world through multiple practices including
performance, videos, installations, and invisible writing.
ANDREA MICHALOWSKY
Andrea Michalowsky lives and writes in Portland,
Oregon. She received an MFA from Pacific University,
where she studied with Chris Abani and Marvin Bell,
and a BA from the Johns Hopkins Writing Seminars. Her
work has received a Vaclav Havel Scholarship from the
Prague Writers Program and a 2017 Publication Award
in the Atlanta Review’s International Poetry Contest.

HANNAH MOULDS
Hannah Moulds is an artist from a steel town,
Scunthorpe–where she grew her passion for art. Working
predominantly with sculpture, her practice explores
interior architectural space and narrative. The sculptures
Moulds makes do not sit on plinths, but interact with
their environment, often absorbing or sprawling from
unexpected spaces. Moulds graduated in 2018 with a 1st
class degree in fine art from Leeds Arts University. After
graduating she began exhibiting widely across the UK.
Moulds was awarded a residency at Greywood’s, where
she involved the community of Killeagh through her
work and writing. Additionally, Moulds and others felt
the lack of funding for the arts within Scunthorpe–they
began to build a collective, where they run exhibitions and
workshops, giving a place for people to access creativity.
Moulds is now currently studying at Goldsmiths on the
MFA Fine Art programme to further understand her
practice.
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KATE OVASKA

RUTH POOR

Kate Ovaska holds an MFA from Columbia University and
a BFA from Massachusetts College of Art and Design.
She has taught photography at Columbia University and
The New School among others. She has been awarded
the CAA Professional Development Grant, the Fulbright
Fellowship to Germany, and Maryland State Arts Council
Award in Photography. Her residencies include Light
Work and Pioneer Works. She is the founder and director
of Brooklyn Darkroom, a traveling art residency for analog
photographers. She lives and works in Brooklyn, NY.

Ruth LizBeth Poor (b. 1989), raised in Indiana, uses her
work to dissect memories of the rural Midwest and
to investigate intersections between identity, power,
American history, Christianity, and deviancy. Poor is
a current MFA candidate in the painting and drawing
department at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
and completed her BA in Studio Art and Religious Studies
at Cornell College and DePauw University. She currently
resides in Chicago, Illinois, and has shown work in Pinto
International Gallery [New York, NY], ADDS DONNA
Gallery [Chicago, IL], Manifest Gallery [Cincinnati,
OH], Woman Made Gallery [Chicago, IL], the New York
Academy of Art [New York, NY] and Indiana University
[Bloomington, IN].

LOL A PEDERSON
Lola Pedersen is a London-based artist interrogating
how the mapping of scientific knowledge relates to
the embodied experience of observing matter. By
creating forms that exist both in a state of dissection
and transience–Pedersen’s work encourages a deeper
sense of ecological thought by questioning the division
of living and non-living material. Pedersen is currently
studying her BA Fine Art at Goldsmiths University of
London. She is currently working on a fountain project
(titled ThamesWater) by constructing a digitally simulated
fountain in a virtual space, as well as building a ceramic
fountain in a physical space, both simultaneously being
produced from an organically produced polyurethane
master using various imperfect ‘cloning methods’
(mechanical and hand/craft based techniques).
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L AURA REECE HOGAN
Laura Reece Hogan is the author of Litany of Flights
(Paraclete Press, 2020), winner of the Paraclete Poetry
Prize, the chapbook O Garden-Dweller (Finishing Line
Press), and the nonfiction book I Live, No Longer I (Wipf &
Stock). A Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net nominee, she
is one of ten poets featured in the anthology In a Strange
Land (Cascade Books). Her poems have appeared in or
are forthcoming in RHINO, Lily Poetry Review, Scientific
American, Whale Road Review, Cloudbank, DMQ Review
and other publications. She can be found online at www.
laurareecehogan.com.

KELLY R. SAMUELS
Kelly R. Samuels is the author of the full-length collection
All the Time in the World (Kelsay Books) and two chapbooks:
Words Some of Us Rarely Use and Zeena/Zenobia Speaks.
She is a Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net nominee with
work appearing in The Massachusetts Review, RHINO, and
The Pinch. She lives in the Upper Midwest.
ALEX WELLS SHAPIRO
Alex Wells Shapiro (he/him) is a poet and artist from the
Hudson Valley, living in Chicago. He reads submissions
for Frontier Poetry, serves as Business and Grants
Manager for Another Chicago Magazine, and co-curates
Exhibit B: A Reading Series presented by The Guild Literary
Complex. His debut poetry collection, Insect Architecture, is
forthcoming in Spring 2022 for Unbound Edition Press.
More of his work may be found at alexwellsshapiro.com.
ALICIA TORRES SIMÓN
Alicia Torres Simón is a Spanish artist based in London
and studying the MFA Master in Fine Arts at Goldsmiths,
University of London. Before this, she recieved her BA
and Master in Artistic Production in the Polytechnic
University of Valencia UPV, Spain. The artist did two
Exchange Student Programmes in the UJEP in Czech
Republic and the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing,
China. Simón has won several Prizes like the grant of the
TAC Centre in Valencia, and she got selected in different
festivals like the biennale of La Habana in Cuba, the Festival
of Mekki Moursia in Morocco, the Hybrid Art Festival for
emerging artists in Madrid, the Biennale of Mulhouse in
France, the International Ice Sculpture Festival of Dalad Qi

in Inner Mongolia and others. Also, she has participated
in other solo and group exhibitions in England, Inner
Mongolia, Luxembourg, Holland and different cities of
China, Czech Republic and Spain. Moreover, since 2017
she has been represented by Shiras Gallery in Valencia,
and since 2019 by Aye Gallery in Beijing. Those galleries
have shown her work around Europe and Asia. Torres
has exhibited with Shiras Gallery in Art Fairs like Art
Madrid and Estampa in IFEMA Madrid, and with Gallery
Forty Five in Art Luxembourg in 2019, and with the same
gallery in Heerlen, Holland. In 2021, Alicia exhibited in 4
shows in the UK,with upcoming projects in London and
Valencia, where she is currently showing at the Shiras
Gallery.
YISHU WANG
Born in 1999, Lanzhou, China, Yishu majored in Oil
Painting in the China Academy of Art and graduated
in 2021 with a BFA diploma. Now, Wang is currently
enrolled in the Goldsmiths MFA Fine Art program.
Painting is Wang’s main approach in creation, but they
are not willing to let it restrict them. Wang has been
participating in various mediums including installation,
photography, digital art, and performance. Wang’s
interests are varied and broad, but what remains constant
is their commitment to starting with history and archival
collections, pulling at the relationship between man and
nature, then trying to use humorous but precise language
to cut through life in order to touch on grand topics such
as belief systems and traditional culture in modern times
or the near future.
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ASHLEY WILKINSON
Ashley Wilkinson is a writer and artist based in Madison,
Wisconsin. Her work has been published in Map Literary,
Blue Earth Review, Entropy Mag, and elsewhere. She is
currently working on a project about dreams.
ROBERT ALEXANDER WRAY
Robert is originally from Norfolk, Virginia (currently
based near Charlottesville) and being a Navy brat, traveled
often growing up. He has lived in Hawaii, Chicago, LA,
NYC, and parts of Europe. After recieving an MFA. from
the Iowa Playwrights Workshop, Wray taught creative
writing and has had various plays published as well as
produced in New York, regionally, and abroad.
LUCY ZHANG
Lucy Zhang writes, codes, and watches anime. Her
work has appeared in Quarterly West, The Fourth River,
New Orleans Review, and elsewhere, and was selected for
Best Microfiction and Best Small Fictions. Her chapbook
HOLLOWED is forthcoming in 2022 with Thirty West.
Find her at https://kowaretasekai.wordpress.com/ or on
Twitter @Dango_Ramen.
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